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CROSSWATER SHOWERING
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Our heritage

T WENTY YEARS O F

W E LCOM E TO

bathroom
obsession

showering
inspiration

We understand bathrooms. A place of retreat and rejuvenation, a
space in which to wash away those daily stresses and prepare for the
new day ahead. That is why at Crosswater we make it our business to
be experts on each and every element of bathroom design.

For 20 years we have been celebrated as the leading
supplier of premium shower enclosures and fittings.
Throughout those two decades we have honed our
expertise, perfected our designs and broadened
our product offering - not to mention winning a few
awards along the way - to bring you superior quality
and unrivalled performance across every aspect of
shower design. From enclosures and trays, to the latest
thermostatic valves, a combination of time-honoured
manufacturing techniques, quality materials and
tried-and-tested components are brought together to
offer a complete shower range that proudly wears the
Crosswater seal of approval.
By uniting our existing product ranges, we have now
made it easier than ever to create a top-to-bottom
solution that delivers on each element of shower function.
Our brassware collection caters to the complexities of the
water’s flow, including a wide selection of showerheads,
multifunctional valves and those luxurious additions that
transform everyday showering routines into an indulgent
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experience. Combine this with a premium selection of
enclosures, bath screens and those all-important shower
trays, and you are covered on all components that make
up a truly exceptional showering solution.
At Crosswater, we readily embrace the latest cutting-edge
manufacturing processes and design trends to provide
showering designs that meet the discerning standards set
by you, our loyal customers.

David Hance, Group Executive Director

CROSSWATER SHOWERING
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Bathroom inspiration

O UTSTANDI NG

style with
function
For style than goes hand-in-hand with the latest in
showering innovation, our extensive collection caters
to all bathroom functions and aesthetics.

When it comes to quality, we never cut corners. Each
product in the showering collection is designed to
withstand the demands of daily bathing rituals, whether
installed in a large family bathroom or luxury en-suite.
As a result, strength and durability is key, and we can
confidently say that you will experience nothing less from
the Crosswater showering collection.

If it is a wet room you are looking for, we offer frameless
shower panels and a selection of low and level-access
shower trays to help you create that seamless look. Our
expert knowledge and high-quality products ensure
that the practicalities of every shower setup are covered,
providing you with only the best when it comes to
planning your space.

All of our shower screens are finished with Clear Glass
Protection as standard, helping to reduce staining and
therefore ensuring that your shower looks as good as
new with each use. In fact, we are so confident in our
products that we also proudly offer a Lifetime Guarantee
on a selection of our enclosure screens. Team this
with the very latest in thermostatic shower brassware,
including multiple outlet valves and innovative smart
controls seen in our Digital and Dial ranges, and you
have got everything you need to create a shower that is
as inviting as it is functional.
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CROSSWATER SHOWERING
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Shapes and styles for every space. The first stage in creating your perfect
shower is to select which enclosure design you require. Are you working with
a large space, ideal for a walk-in shower panel, or do you need a quadrant or
corner entry option that will fit into a smaller area?

Sleek level access or step up trays. Once you’ve selected your enclosure,
you’ll need to think about a suitable shower tray. We offer a wide selection
of solutions, from durable acrylic designs in a range of shapes and sizes, to
something that makes more of a statement, like our grey slate-effect trays.

The ultimate in-shower solutions, next stop is your showering brassware.
With an extensive collection of outlet options to choose from, including statement
shower heads, handsets and luxurious body jets, you can create a tailored
showering experience that will refresh and revitalise you with every use.

A valve to suit all requirements. Now you need to decide how your shower
is going to work for you. Whether you’re looking for multiple outlet operation,
or the latest precision thermostatic control, the right shower valve is essential in
ensuring your water flow is functioning efficiently and with the best results.

Not sure which type of enclosure to choose? See our style finder on page 14.

To make your selection, see our tray style finder on page 138.

Unsure what will suit your needs? See our showering style finder on page 174.

Not sure what you need? See our valve style finder on page 224.

Sliding door
Quadrant
Hinged door
Pivot door
Corner entry
Infold
Bi-fold
Pentagon
Bath screens

Square
Rectangular
Quadrant
Offset quadrant
Pentagon
Wet rooms

Shower heads
Shower kits
Shower handsets
Body jets

Digital valves
Dial push-button valves
Recessed valves
Multifunction valves
Exposed valves
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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S H OWER ENCLOSURES

shower in
style
A comprehensive collection of shower enclosures, opt for
variety of door styles, walk-in panels and handle options
to create a tailored solution for you.
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Shower enclosures - Icon guide

icon guide
We have developed a series of icons to help you navigate around
the key features of our shower enclosure collection.

TOUGHENED SAFETY GLASS

ENCLOSURE HEIGHT

Available up to 10mm in thickness, our shower
panels and doors come with toughened safety glass
as standard, offering complete peace of mind.

We offer multiple height options on selected
enclosure designs to create a tailored solution to
fit every individual space.

ADJUSTMENT FOR
EASY FITTING

REVERSIBLE DESIGN

We allow for up to a 60mm adjustment on
our enclosures, to ensure that installation is
easy and adaptable.

POWER SHOWER PROOF

DOOR OPENING OPTIONS

We have carefully developed and tested our shower
enclosure screens to ensure they can withstand the
optimum performance of a power shower.

Looking for space-saving folding doors, or opting
for inward opening? Whatever your preference,
there’s a choice of designs available.

FINISHES

CROSSWATER CLEAR
AS STANDARD

There is a range of bespoke glass options available
on selected enclosure designs, to create a space
that it unique to you.
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Whether your enclosure door needs to open
to the left or right, our handy reversible function
allows for either orientation.

This invisible coating acts as a lasting barrier on the
surface of our enclosure glass, helping to drastically
reduce staining from water and chemical deposits.
For more information see page 18.

BESPOKE OPTIONS

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

We understand that each shower space
is individual, that is why we offer bespoke
specifications on selected styles.

The majority of our enclosures come with an impressive
Lifetime Guarantee, covering all manufacturing defects
to ensure long-lasting durability.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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IN A CORNER
OR RECESS?

how to choose

Both recess and corner enclosures allow
you to effectively utilise your bathroom
space. Recessed shower enclosures already
have the foundations in place, so you only
need to choose and install a door, floor and
fixtures. Corner showers generally have
sliding doors, which are handy when space
is at a premium.

Enclosures in a comprehensive range of inspiring designs
and innovative finishes to suit your bathroom space,
personal style and lifestyle requirements.

by entry

CORNER ENTRY
Functional and stylish, opt for a space-saving corner entry enclosure.

by access

WET ROOMS & WALK-IN ENCLOSURES

by entry

SLIDING DOORS

Slimline and ultra sleek, semi-frameless and frameless enclosures offer a streamlined look
that works well for creating a modern showering solution with easy walk-in access.

Perfect for small bathrooms, our sliding door
enclosures not only look great but also maximise
shower space, creating a stylish yet practical
environment.

by entry

HINGED DOORS
by space

SPACE-SAVING
SOLUTIONS

A popular choice for shower enclosures, our
selection of outward-opening, hinged doors
create a tightly sealed and minimalist design.

If room size is a concern, then look no further than
our space-saving options. Choose from a selection of
flexible door designs, including sliding, corner entry
and bi-fold. Compact and offset quadrants are also
available with varying wall dimensions on either side,
perfect for maximising space.

BI-FOLD DOORS
INFOLD DOORS
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - How to choose

by location

Click

Design

Edge

Elite

Infinity

MPRO

Pier

Supreme

Svelte

Ten

Zion

page 92

page 66

page 82

page 84

page 26

page 34

page 44

page 96

page 18

page 60

page 38

Sliding door



















Quadrant























Arcade

Hinged door





Pivot door
Corner entry






Bi-fold



Pentagon



Walk In






Bespoke option

Crosswater Clear
See page 18 for
more information

Glass thickness
Enclosure height
Finish









Infold

Bath screen/s



Shower enclosures - Style finder

Shower enclosures



Click 92

Design 66

Edge 82

Elite 84

Easy to install with minimal fuss and
tools, designed with 6mm glass and a
reversible door for added convenience.

This range of semi-frameless
enclosures sits beautifully on lowprofile shower trays.

A sleek silver frame is complemented
by smooth lines and a minimal
door frame.

A unique polished chrome finish
with 8mm toughened glass.

Infinity 26

MPRO 34

Pier 44

Supreme 96

The Infinity showering range
features polished stainless steel
profiles,presenting you with a simple
and clean design aesthetic.

A contemporary addition to the
collection, the MPRO enclosure range
is made distinctive by its modernist
black frame.

A modern shower enclosure with a
minimalist frame and elongated
stainless steel door handle featuring
8mm toughened glass.

A range of over 10 easy-to-install,
quality shower enclosures with a silver
frame.

Svelte 18

Ten 60

Zion 38

Bath screens 116

Our premium shower range,
Svelte offers a statement showering
solution to your bathroom.

The luxurious concept in 10mm semiframeless glass shower enclosures.

A deluxe range of enclosures and
walk-in panels, combining a frameless
design with stainless steel detailing.

A functional option for over-bath
showers, our comprehensive selection
of shower screens will suit any
bathroom requirement.






















































6mm

6/8mm

6/8mm

6/8mm

8mm

8mm

8mm

4/6mm

8mm

10mm

10mm

1950mm

1950mm

1950mm

1950/
2000mm

2000mm

1950mm

1980/
2000mm

1850mm

2000mm

1950mm

2000mm

Silver

Silver

Silver

Chrome

Polished
Stainless Steel

Matt
Black

Polished
Stainless Steel

Silver

Polished
Stainless Steel

Silver

Polished
Stainless Steel

style finder
From glass thickness and door style, to a variety of frame
finishes, we have made it easier that ever to pick the perfect
enclosure solution for your individual space.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk
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Shower enclosures - Crosswater Clear

the ultimate glass
protection
Keep your shower enclosures looking brand new with
Crosswater’s innovative Clear Glass Protection.

Supplied as standard, Crosswater Clear Glass
Protection is a colourless treatment applied to all
our enclosure glass that keeps the surface sparkling
without any stains. Acting as a lasting barrier, it helps
to drastically reduce marking from hard water and
chemical deposits, which often accelerate the
ageing process.

regular cleaning. Helping to prevent build up and
making the glass easier to clean, the invisible coating
allows soils and liquids to ‘slide off’ the treated surface. It
is chemically non-reactive and non-stick, which prevents
limescale and other dirt from building up to make
cleaning a simple, quick process.

Features and benefits include:
• Resists stains, particularly oil-based
• Easy removal of hard water deposits
• No need for aggressive cleaners
Untreated glass can quickly and easily suffer permanent
bonding of limescale and mineral salts onto its surface,
which can cause staining and damage, with water spots
being difficult, if not impossible, to remove despite
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Without Crosswater Clear

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

With Crosswater Clear

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Svelte

Svelte
Our premium shower range, Svelte offers a statement showering
solution to your bathroom.

Single slider 20

Hinged door with
inline panel 21

Quadrant single
door 24

Walk-in
25

Hinged door with
two inline panels 21

Three sided
hinged door 22

Wall mounted
hinged door 23

Innovative magnetic handle design

18

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Svelte - Hinged door

Single slider

Hinged door
with inline panel

Door opening

Shower enclosures - Svelte

Svelte - Single Slider

Hinged door
with two inline panels

Door opening
(2 inline panels)
Door opening

Shown right: Single slider in recess. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: Hinged door with inline panel and side panel.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Polished stainless
steel frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Wet room
compatible

Concealed
profile fixings

2000mm
enclosure height

Frameless
sliding door

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Squeeze gasket
installation

Door Entry Width

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Single slider
1200mm

475

1165-1195 (1170-1185*)

SSLSC1200

£1,095.00

1400mm

575

1365-1395 (1370-1385*)

SSLSC1400

£1,195.00

1700mm

725

1665-1695 (1670-1685*)

SSLSC1700

£1,295.00

Side panel
700mm

N/A

670-685

SSPSC0700

800mm

N/A

770-785

SSPSC0800

£360.00

900mm

N/A

870-885

SSPSC0900

£385.00

1000mm

N/A

970-985

SSPSC1000

£410.00

1200mm

N/A

1170-1185

SSPSC1200

£435.00

£335.00

Required when using a side panel

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

2000mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800mm

527

770-795 (770-785*)

SHDSC0800

£895.00

900mm

577

870-895 (870-885*)

SHDSC0900

£995.00

1000mm

627

970-995 (970-985*)

SHDSC1000

£1,095.00

1200mm

627

1170-1195 (1170-1185*)

SHDSC1200

£1,195.00

£1,295.00

Hinged door

Hinged door - recess only (30mm adjustment)
1400mm

645

1370-1400

SHDSC1400

700mm

N/A

670-685

SSPSC0700

£335.00

800mm

N/A

770-785

SSPSC0800

£360.00
£385.00

Side panel
Polished stainless
steel frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

900mm

N/A

870-885

SSPSC0900

Svelte slider/side panel seal

SLSPSEAL

£15.00

1000mm

N/A

970-985

SSPSC1000

£410.00

Svelte side panel bracing bar

SPBRACE

£75.00

1200mm

N/A

1170-1185

SSPSC1200

£435.00

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For shower tray options, see page 136.

matching
valves
20

Adjustment

Complement with Svelte shower valves.
See page 276 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Lifetime
Guarantee

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

Required when using a side panel (not compatible with SHDSC1400)
Svelte slider/side panel seal

HDSPSEAL

£15.00

Svelte side panel bracing bar

SPBRACE

£75.00

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Svelte - Wall mounted hinged door

Three sided hinged door

Wall mounted hinged door

Door opening

Door opening

Shown right: Three sided hinged door. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: Wall mounted hinged door. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Shower enclosures - Svelte

Svelte - Three sided hinged door

15mm per panel
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Three sided hinged door
900mm

880

870-885*

STSSC0900

£1,675.00

1000mm

980

870-885*

STSSC1000

£1,725.00

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

10mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Height 1985,
2000 when used
with a side panel

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Wall mounted hinged door
800mm

770

770-780 (770*)

SWHSC0800

£695.00

900mm

870

870-880 (870*)

SWHSC0900

£755.00

700mm

N/A

670-685

SSPSC0700

£335.00

800mm

N/A

770-785

SSPSC0800

£360.00

For 900mm three sdied hinged door, use 900x900mm tray.

900mm

N/A

870-885

SSPSC0900

£385.00

For 1000mm three sided hinged door, use 1000x900mm tray.

1000mm

N/A

970-985

SSPSC1000

£410.00

1200mm

N/A

1170-1185

SSPSC1200

£435.00

Side panel
Power shower
proof

Polished stainless
steel frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Reversible
design

Wet room
compatible

Concealed
profile fixings

Outward
opening door

*Adjustments are for side panels only.

Polished stainless
steel frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Squeeze gasket
installation

Lifetime
Guarantee

matching
valves
22

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Wet room
compatible

Concealed
profile fixings

Outward
opening door

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Squeeze gasket
installation

Required when using side panel with hinged door.
Svelte hinged door/side panel seal

HDSPSEAL

£15.00

Svelte side panel bracing bar

SPBRACE

£75.00

Svelte bracing bar wall mount door and side

WSBRACE

£55.00

*Fixed width when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Complement with Svelte shower valves.
See page 276 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Svelte - Walk-in panel

Quadrant Single Door

Recess

Shower enclosures - Svelte

Svelte - Quadrant single door

Door opening

Corner with end panel

Opening
(recess)
Shown right: Quadrant single door. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: Walk-in panel. To see our full range visit www.
crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

15mm per panel
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

2000mm
enclosure height

Opening
(corner with end panel)

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Quadrant single door

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

PRICE (£)

700mm

N/A

650-665

SSPSC0700

£335.00

800mm

N/A

750-765

SSPSC0800

£360.00
£385.00

Walk-in panel

732

770-785

SQSSC0800

£1,120.00

732

870-885

SQSSC0900

£1,250.00

1000mm

732

970-985

SQSSC1000

£1,320.00

900mm

N/A

850-865

SSPSC0900

1000x800mm

732

970-985 x 770-785

SQSSC10X8

£1,220.00

1000mm

N/A

950-965

SSPSC1000

£410.00

1200mm

N/A

1150-1165

SSPSC1200

£435.00

Svelte walk-in bracing bar for use in a recess

WIBRACE

£90.00

T Shape bracing bar for corner use

PI0000030

£75.00

Outward
opening door

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Polished stainless
steel frame

Wet room
compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation
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Product Code

900mm

Wet room
compatible

To suit a Crosswater
55mm radius
shower tray

Adjustment

800mm

Polished stainless
steel frame

Magnet
closing

1982mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

matching
valves

Complement with Svelte shower valves.
See page 276 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Required sundries

Lifetime
Guarantee

matching
valves

Complement with Svelte shower valves.
See page 276 for more information.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Svelte

Infinity
The Infinity showering range features polished stainless steel
profiles,presenting you with a simple and clean design aesthetic.

Single slider 28

26

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Hinged door 29

Pivot door 30

Quadrant single
door 31

Walk-in 32

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Infinity - Hinged door

Single slider

Hinged door

Shower enclosures - Infinity

Infinity - Soft closing single slider

Door opening

Door opening

Shown right: Soft close single slider with side panel. To see
our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: Hinged door in recessed setting. To see our
full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm (door)
8mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

Power shower
proof

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

2000mm
enclosure height

Frameless
sliding door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Width

PRICE (£)

Soft close single slider
1200mm

1170-1210 (1170-1190*)

ISLSC1200

£975.00

1400mm

1370-1410 (1370-1390*)

ISLSC1400

£1,035.00

1700mm

1670-1710 (1670-1690*)

ISLSC1700

£1,095.00

8mm
toughened
glass

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800mm

770-810 (770-790*)

IHDSC0800

£745.00

900mm

870-910 (870-890*)

IHDSC0900

£775.00

Hinged door

Side panel

Side panel
800mm

N/A

770-790

ISPSC0800

£515.00

900mm

N/A

870-890

ISPSC0900

£525.00

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

800mm

N/A

770-790

ISPSC0800

£515.00

900mm

N/A

870-890

ISPSC0900

£525.00

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Magnet
closing

Polished stainless
steel frame

Wet room
compatible

Ball catch
closing

Polished stainless
steel frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Soft & quiet
door opening
and closing
28

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Infinity - Quadrant single door

Pivot door

Quadrant single door

Shower enclosures - Infinity

Infinity - Pivot door

Door opening

Door opening

Shown right: Pivot door with side panel. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: Quadrant single door. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Pivot door
900mm

870-910 (870-890*)

IPDSC0900

£730.00

Width
8mm (door)
20mm per panel
8mm (fixed panel) adjustment for
toughened glass
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Side panel
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Polished stainless
steel frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

800mm

N/A

770-790

ISPSC0800

£515.00

900mm

N/A

870-890

ISPSC0900

£525.00

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Lifetime
Guarantee

30

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Frameless
sliding door

Polished stainless
steel frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900mm

870-890

IQSSC0900

£995.00

1000x800mm

970-990 x 770-790

IQSSC10X8

£1,095.00

1200x800mm

1170-1190 x 770-790

IQSSC12X8

£1,095.00

1200x900mm

1170-1190 x 870-890

IQSSC12X9

£1,095.00

Quadrant single door

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Walk-in panel

Opening
(recess)

Shower enclosures - Infinity

Infinity - Walk-in panel

Walk-in easy access with
walk-in end panel

Opening
(corner with end panel)

Shown right: Walk-in panel. To see our full range visit www.
crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Polished stainless
steel finish

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Folding panel for
easy access
(90˚ hinge)

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1035mm

1035-1055

IWESC1050

£695.00

1235mm

1235-1255

IWESC1250

£745.00

1435mm

1435-1455

IWESC1450

£795.00

550mm

550-570

IWKSC0550

£285.00

Walk-in panel

Crosswater presents the Infinity collection,
comprising of furniture, ceramic and showering
solutions for your bathroom.
32

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

INFINITY FURNITURE & WC’S
Crosswater Furniture
& Ceramics brochure page

58

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - MPRO

MPRO
Designed for the modern shower space, MPRO combines smart
styling with a distinctive matt black frame.

Soft close single slider
36

34

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.

35

Soft close single slider

Shower enclosures - MPRO

MPRO - Soft close single slider

Soft close single slider
with side panel

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 1200 x 900mm 25mm
Stone Resin Shower Tray. MPRO Shower Valve. MPRO
Matt black 300mm Shower Head. MPRO Matt black
Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Sliding door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Soft close single slider
1200mm

489

1160-1185, 1170-1195*

PRSBC1200

NEW £755.00

1400mm

589

1360-1385, 1370-1395*

PRSBC1400

NEW £785.00

1700mm

739

1660-1685, 1670-1695*

PRSBC1700

NEW £825.00

800mm

N/A

775-785

PRLSP0800BM

NEW £315.00

900mm

N/A

875-885

PRLSP0900BM

NEW £340.00

Matt black waste grid

LNGRID_MB

NEW

£40.00

Wall channel - for uneven surfaces such as mosaic tiles a wall channel is available

DSLADJPROFILEMB

NEW

£58.00

Side panel

Options
Matt black
finish frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. For wet room solutions, see page 160.

This enclosure requires a shower tray with a minimum ledge of 60mm.
Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release

36

Soft & quiet
door opening
and closing

Squeeze gasket
installation

Concealed
profile fixings

matching
valves

Complement the striking black frame of
our MPRO enclosure with the coordinating
range of MPRO showering brassware.
See page 274 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Zion

Zion
A deluxe range of 10mm enclosures and walk-in panels,
combining a frameless design with stainless steel detailing.

Hinged door
40

38

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Hinged door with inline
& fixed panel
41

Walk-in panel
42

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Hinged door

Zion - Hinged door with inline & fixed panel

Hinged door with
side panel

Hinged door with
inline panel

Door opening

Shower enclosures - Zion

Zion - Hinged door

Hinged door with
inline panel & side panel

Door opening
(1 inline panel)

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900 x 25mm Stone
Resin Shower Tray. Zion Tap. Water Square Shower Valve.
Zion Shower Head. Glide II Furniture. Avillas Basin. Dune
Mirror. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 1200 x 900 x 25mm Stone
Resin Shower Tray. Zion Tap. Water Square Shower Valve.
Zion Shower Head. Glide II Furniture. Avillas Basin. Dune
Mirror. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Hinged door
800mm

730

780 - 795 (764mm*)

ZHDSC0800

£739.00

900mm

830

880 - 895 (864mm*)

ZHDSC0900

£769.00

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Magnet closing

Reversible
design

Chromed
hinges

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

PRICE (£)

1000mm

730

970 - 985

ZHDSC0800/ZIPSC0200

£1198.00

730

1070 - 1085

ZHDSC0800/ZIPSC0300

£1218.00

(800 Door / 300 Panel)

600mm

N/A

575 - 590

ZSPSC0600

£569.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

ZSPSC0700

£609.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

ZSPSC0800

£649.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

ZSPSC0900

£689.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

ZSPSC1000

£719.00

1100mm

N/A

1075 - 1090

ZSPSC1100

£749.00

1200mm

N/A

1175 - 1190

ZSPSC1200

£779.00

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Squeeze gasket
installation

1100mm

830

1070 - 1085

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0200

£1228.00

(900 door / 200 Panel)
1200mm

830

1170 - 1185

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0300

£1248.00

(900 door / 300 Panel)

Hinged door with inline panel and fixed panel
Magnet
closing

Chromed
hinges

Wet room
compatible

For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Lifetime
Guarantee

Product Code

Hinged door with inline panel

1100mm

*Fixed width when used with a side panel. Wall hinges must be secured to a solid wall.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Adjustment

(800 Door / 200 Panel)

Side panels
Power shower
proof

Door Entry Width

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Squeeze gasket
installation

1000 x 800mm

730

775 - 790 (975mm*)

ZHDSC0800/ZIPSC0200/ZFPSC0800

1100 x 800mm

830

775 - 790 (1075mm*)

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0200/ZFPSC0800

£1607.00
£1637.00

1200 x 800mm

830

775 - 790 (1175mm*)

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0300/ZFPSC0800

£1657.00

1000 x 900mm

730

875 - 890 (975mm*)

ZHDSC0800/ZIPSC0200/ZFPSC0900

£1637.00

1100 x 900mm

830

875 - 890 (1075mm*)

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0200/ZFPSC0900

£1667.00

1200 x 900mm

830

875 - 890 (1175mm*)

ZHDSC0900/ZIPSC0300/ZFPSC0900

£1687.00

*Fixed width when used with a fixed panel. Wall hinges must be secured to a solid wall.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

40

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Zion

Zion - Walk-in panel

Walk-in panel

Door opening

Shown right: 1200mm Walk In Panel. 1200 x 900mm
Linear Stone Resin Shower Tray. Zion Tap. Water Square
Shower Valve. Zion Shower Head. Glide II Furniture.
Avillas Basin. Dune Illuminated Mirror. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

2000mm
enclosure height

Polished stainless
steel finish

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

600mm

N/A

538 - 553

ZSPSC0600

£569.00

700mm

N/A

638 - 653

ZSPSC0700

£609.00

800mm

N/A

738 - 753

ZSPSC0800

£649.00

900mm

N/A

838 - 853

ZSPSC0900

£689.00

1000mm

N/A

938 - 953

ZSPSC1000

£719.00

1100mm

N/A

1038 - 1053

ZSPSC1100

£749.00

1200mm

N/A

1138 - 1153

ZSPSC1200

£779.00

Walk-in panel

Price per Walk-in panel. Walk-in panels are all supplied with bracing bars.

Zion

For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Wet room
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Squeeze gasket
installation

Lifetime
Guarantee

matching
valves

Looking for the perfect partner to your
Zion enclosure? Our range of contemporary
shower valves will complete the look.
See page 270 for more information.

the ultimate
showering statement
MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 178.

42

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Shower enclosures - Pier

Pier
A modern shower enclosure featuring a minimalist frame, elongated
brass chrome-plated handle and 8mm toughened glass.

Hinged door
46

44

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Hinged door with
inline panel
46

Single slider
48

Walk-in
50

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Pier - Bespoke options

Shower enclosures - Pier

Pier - Hinged door

Our bespoke options provide you
with the opportunity to adapt our Pier
Hinged Door (with / without side panel)
to perfectly suit your bathroom scheme.
Various glass finishes and handles are
available, allowing you to mix-and-match
your choice for a custom look.

Hinged door

Bespoke options

Hinged door with side panel

RRP Plus £199.00
Glass Finish A selection of coloured glass options are
available on all Pier Hinged doors and Side Panels,
shown right.
Handle options Choose from a selection of handles,
shown below.

Hinged door with
inline panel

Restrictions Door or panel sizes cannot be
changed from current stock width.
Door and Side Panel height: 2000mm.
Door widths: 800mm, 900mm
Side Panel widths: 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm

Hinged door with inline
panel and side panel

Glass option - Crystal Clear Glass

Glass option - Bronze Glass

Glass option - Grey Glass

Glass option - Green Glass

Glass option - Frosted Glass

Glass option - Block Print

We cannot accept cancellations of special orders.
To order see pages 112 - 113.

SC
SC
SC
SC

Door opening

Door opening
(1 inline panel)

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm Shower Tray.
High Flow Shower Waste. Pier Tap. Dial Shower Valve &
Head. Svelte Towel Rail. Pier Furniture. Celeste Mirror.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height
(side panels 1980mm)

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800mm

660

765 - 795 (770 - 795*)

PHDSC0800

£719.00

900mm

760

865 - 895 (870 - 895*)

PHDSC0900

£729.00

Hinged door

Hinged door with inline panel
Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Reversible
design

Stainless Steel
finish

Lifetime
Guarantee

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Squeeze gasket
installation

1200mm

660

1160 - 1205 (1170 - 1195*)

PHDSC0800/PIPSC0400

£968.00

1400mm

660

1360 - 1405 (1370 - 1395*)

PHDSC0800/PIPSC0600

£978.00

1300mm

760

1260 - 1305 (1270 - 1295*)

PHDSC0900/PIPSC0400

£978.00

1500mm

760

1460 - 1505 (1470 - 1495*)

PHDSC0900/PIPSC0600

£988.00

700mm

N/A

670 - 695 (665 - 690**)

PSPSC0700

£329.00

800mm

N/A

770 - 795 (765 - 790**)

PSPSC0800

£339.00

900mm

N/A

870 - 895 (865 - 890**)

PSPSC0900

£349.00

1000mm

N/A

970 - 995 (965 - 990**)

PSPSC1000

£359.00

PIERBRACE

£199.00

Handle options

Side panels

D Shaped handle

Elite handle

Design handle

90˚ handle

Required
Installation Kit (Required when purchasing Inline and/or Side Panel)
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Bespoke options
available, see
opposite

46

*Adjustment when used with a side panel. **Adjustment when used with an inline panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Pier

Pier - Single slider

smart shower trays
A refined collection of level-access and raised shower trays, expertly
developed to offer a hardwearing surface and lasting style.

Single slider

Single slider with side panel

MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 136.

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1400mm Door. 1400 x 900 x 25mm
Stone Resin Shower Tray. High Flow Shower Waste.
Water Square Shower Valve. Glide Shower Head.
Pier Furniture. Celeste Mirror. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

2000mm
enclosure height

Frameless
sliding door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1200mm

489

1170 - 1195

PSLSC1200

£889.00

1400mm

589

1370 - 1395

PSLSC1400

£939.00

1600mm

689

1570 - 1595

PSLSC1600

£989.00

800mm

N/A

765 - 790

PSLSP0800

£459.00

900mm

N/A

865 - 890

PSLSP0900

£479.00

Single slider

Side panels

Options
Magnet
closing

Stainless Steel
finish

Wet room
compatible

Optional Closing Profile

PIERMAGNET

£59.00

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Door entry widths change if using a side panel or the optional closing profile,
contact Crosswater for more information.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
mechanism,
for easy cleaning

Squeeze gasket
installation

48

Concealed
profile fixings

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Pier

Pier - Walk-in configurations

Recess

Recess

Width

Corner with end panel

Panel size

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

700mm

645 - 670

PSPSC0700-WK

NEW £469.00

900mm

845 - 870

PSPSC0900-WK

NEW £489.00

1000mm

945 - 970

PSPSC1000-WK

NEW £499.00

PI0000029

NEW

NEW £948.00

Recess
1200 x 800
& 1200 x 900
1400 x 800
& 1400 x 900
1500 x 800
& 1500 x 900
We recommend a minimum entry opening of 500mm

Corner with end panel

Options
Bracing Bar (recommended for sizes 900 and above)

Opening
(recess)

Opening
(corner with end panel)

Corner with end panel
1200 x 800

1200 x 900

1400 x 800
8mm
toughened
glass

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1980mm
enclosure height

1400 x 900

1500 x 800
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Stainless Steel
finish

£59.00

1500 x 900

700mm

645 - 670 (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

800mm

745 - 770 (End panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

700mm

645 - 670 (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

800mm

745 - 770 (End panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

1000mm

945 - 970 (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

800mm

745 - 770 (End panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

1000mm

945 - 970 (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

NEW £958.00

NEW £968.00

NEW £978.00

NEW £978.00

NEW £988.00

We recommend a minimum entry opening of 500mm
Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

Bespoke options
available, see
page 33

Recommended
T-shaped Bracing Bar

PI0000030

NEW

£75.00

Bespoke options available, please see website.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Pier

Pier - Walk-in configurations

Corner panel to panel

Corner panel to panel

Width

Three sided

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

700mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

700mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

900mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845-870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

1000mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

1000mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

900mm

845-870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

PRICE (£)

Corner panel to panel
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 800
1400 x 900

Three sided

1500 x 800
1500 x 900

NEW £948.00
NEW £958.00
NEW £968.00
NEW £978.00
NEW £978.00
NEW £988.00

We recommend a minimum entry opening of 500mm
Opening
(corner panel to panel)

Opening
(three sided)

Required
Bracing Bar

PI0000029

Corner post

PI0000020

NEW
NEW

NEW £1427.00

£59.00
£40.00

Three sided
8mm
toughened
glass

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1980mm
enclosure height

1200 x 800

1200 x 900

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Stainless Steel
finish

1400 x 800

1400 x 900
Wet room
compatible

Concealed
profile fixings

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Squeeze gasket
installation

Lifetime
Guarantee
1500 x 800

Bespoke options
available, see
page 33

1500 x 900

700mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

800mm

745-770 (End panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

700mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0700-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845 - 870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

900mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845-870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845-870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

1000mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

800mm

745-770 (Side panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

800mm

745-770 (End panel)

PSPSC0800-WK

1000mm

N/A (Front panel)

PSPSC1000-WK

900mm

845-870 (Side panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

900mm

845-870 (End panel)

PSPSC0900-WK

NEW £1447.00

NEW £1447.00

NEW £1467.00

NEW £1457.00

NEW £1477.00

We recommend a minimum entry opening of 500mm

Required

52

T-shaped Bracing Bar

PI0000030

£75.00

Corner post

PI0000020

£40.00

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Elite

Elite
A unique polished chrome finish with 8mm toughened glass.

Hinged door
56

54

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Single slider
57

Walk-in easy access
58

Quadrant single door
59

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Hinged door

Elite - Single slider

Hinged door with
side panel

Single slider

Door opening

Single slider with
side panel

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 800mm Door. 800mm Side Panel. 800
x 800mm Shower Tray. High Flow Shower Waste. Elite
Shower Valve. Glide Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower
Arm. Signature Towel Rail. To see our full range visit
www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1400mm Door. 800 x 1400mm Rectangular
Stone Resin Shower Tray & Waste. Belgravia Lever Shower
Valve. Elegance Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Width

PRICE (£)

Hinged door
800mm

647

750 - 790 (750 - 770*)

LHDSC0800

£889.00

900mm

747

850 - 890 (850 - 870*)

LHDSC0900

£929.00

8mm (door)
6mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Ball catch
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Reversible
design

Bright chrome
plated profile
finish

5 Year
Guarantee

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1400mm

575

1350 - 1390 (1350 - 1370*)

LSLSC1400

£1019.00

1700mm

725

1650 - 1690 (1650 - 1670*)

LSLSC1700

£1199.00

800mm

N/A

760 - 780

LSPSC0800

£549.00

900mm

N/A

860 - 880

LSPSC0900

£559.00

Single slider

Side panels

Side panels
Power shower
proof

Shower enclosures - Elite

Elite - Hinged door

800mm

N/A

760 - 780

LSPSC0800

£549.00

900mm

N/A

860 - 880

LSPSC0900

£559.00

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Frameless
sliding door

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

*Adjustment when used with a side panel.

*Adjustment when used with a side panel.

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

shower
heads

Every enclosure needs a complementary
shower head. Shop our extensive collection
of designs, including recessed, multi-flow
and rainfall.

Magnet
closing

Bright chrome
plated profile
finish

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

5 Year
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

See page 170 for more information.

56

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Elite - Quadrant single door

Shower enclosures - Elite

Elite - Walk-in easy access

Quadrant single door
Walk-in easy access

Walk-in easy access with
walk-in end panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm Shower
Tray. High Flow Shower Waste. Central Shower Valve.
Central Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. Modest
Towel Ring. Celeste Furniture in American Walnut. To see
our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1450mm Enclosure. 900 x 1700mm
Rectangular Stone Resin Shower Tray & Waste. Svelte
Shower Valve. Glide Shower Head. Elite Towel Rail.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

2000mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Walk-in easy access
1050mm

N/A

1050 - 1065

LWESC1050

£739.00

689mm (fixed panel)

Width
8mm (door)
6mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

860 - 880

LQSSC0900

£1069.00

LQSSC10X8

£1169.00

LQSSC12X9

£1169.00

Quadrant single door
900mm

460

(20mm per panel)

346mm (end panel)

1000 x 800mm

460

960 - 980 x 760 - 780
(20mm per panel)

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Bright chrome
plated profile
finish

1250mm

N/A

1250 - 1265

LWESC1250

£789.00

889mm (fixed panel)

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Frameless
sliding door

1200 x 900mm

460

1160 - 1180 x 860 - 880
(20mm per panel)

346mm (end panel)
For additional sundries, please see page 110.
1450mm

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

5 Year
Guarantee
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Concealed
profile fixings

1450 - 1465

LWESC1450

Bright chrome
plated profile
finish

346mm (end panel)

Walk-in end panel

Squeeze gasket
installation

N/A

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

£839.00

1089mm (fixed panel)

550mm
Folding panel for
easy access
(180˚ hinge)

N/A

550 - 565

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Price per Walk-in end panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

LWKSC0550

Wet room
compatible

£319.00
5 Year
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

quadrant
trays

Your Elite quadrant enclosure will require
just the right shape of shower tray. We have
got a breadth of options to choose from.
See page 136 for more information.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Ten

Ten
Choose luxurious 10mm frameless glass for the latest in
modern, minimalist styling.

Hinged door with
inline panel
62

60

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Single slider
63

Quadrant double door
64

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Ten - Single slider

Hinged door with
inline panel

Single slider

Hinged door with 2 inline
panels (1200 & 1400mm)

Shower enclosures - Ten

Ten - Hinged door with inline panel

Single slider with
side panel

Door opening
Hinged door with inline
panel & side panel

Door opening
(1 inline panel)

Door opening
(2 inline panels)

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm (L/H) Door. 900mm Side Panel.
900 x 900mm Shower Tray. High Flow Shower Waste.
Water Square Shower Valve. Glide Shower Head.
Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. To see our full range visit
www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1600mm Door. 800 x 1600mm
Rectangular Stone Resin Shower Tray & Waste.
Water Square Shower Valve. Revive Shower Head.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Hinged door with inline panel

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Wet room
compatible

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1200mm

475

1160 - 1190

TSLSC1200

£1059.00

1400mm

557

1360 - 1390

TSLSC1400

£1129.00

Single slider

500

770 - 800 (750 - 765*)

THDSC0800

£899.00

900mm

600

870 - 900 (850 - 865*)

THDSC0900

£949.00

1000mm

600

970 - 1000 (950 - 965*)

THDSC1000

£1029.00

1600mm

637

1560 - 1590

TSLSC1600

£1149.00

1200mm

492

1170 - 1200

THDSC1200

£1069.00

1700mm

637

1660 - 1690

TSLSC1700

£1189.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

10760PANEL

£469.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

10800PANEL

£499.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

10900PANEL

£569.00

Recessed only, supplied with 2 inline panels
1400mm

692

1370 - 1400

THDSC1400

£1129.00

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Frameless
sliding door

Side panels
Silver finish
frame

Adjustment

800mm

Recessed only, supplied with 2 inline panels

Magnet
closing

Door Entry Width

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

TSPSC0800

£509.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

TSPSC0900

£569.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

TSPSC1000

£589.00

1200mm

N/A

1175 - 1190

TSPSC1200

£619.00

10HANDLE

£129.00

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Side panels

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

This enclosure requires a shower tray with a minimum ledge of 60mm.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Options
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Spare Handle

Lifetime
Guarantee

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

*Adjustment when used with a side panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.

63

a new standard in
ceramic shower trays
Quadrant double door

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm Shower
Tray. High Flow Shower Waste. Central Shower Valve.
Central Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm (door)
10mm (fixed panels)
toughened glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

875 - 890

TQDSC0900

£1149.00

TQDSC1000

£1189.00

Quadrant double door
900mm

540

(15mm per panel)
1000mm

540

975 - 990
(15mm per panel)

Power shower
proof

Sliding doors

Magnet
closing

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

This enclosure requires a shower tray with a minimum ledge of 60mm.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

beautiful
brassware

Looking for a complete brassware
solution to suit your enclosure? We
have everything you need to create an
indulgent showering experience.

Shower tray designs to suit
all our shower enclosures
MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 114.

64

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Shower enclosures - Ten

Ten - Quadrant double door

Shower enclosures - Design

Design
This range of semi-frameless enclosures is designed to sit
beautifully on low profile shower trays.

Hinged door
68

Walk-in easy access
77

66

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Hinged door with
inline panel
70

Soft close slider
72

Quadrant double
hinged door
78

Walk-in panel
74

Quadrant single
hinged door
79

Two sided walk-in
enclosure
76

Pentagon enclosure
80

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Hinged door

Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Hinged door

Hinged door with
side panel

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 25mm 900x900 Shower Tray, 900 Door
and Side Panel, Glide Shower Head, Water Square
Thermo Valve WS1701RC
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

10mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Chrome plated
hinges

1950mm
enclosure height

Wet room
compatible

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800mm

720

780-790, 769*

DWHSC0800L

NEW £499.00

800mm

720

780-790, 769*

DWHSC0800R

NEW £499.00

900mm

820

880-890, 869*

DWHSC0900L

NEW £519.00

900mm

820

880-890, 869*

DWHSC0900R

NEW £519.00

Hinged door

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

*Fixed width when used with a side panel. For side panels see page 70.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Concealed
profile fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

68

Self closing
hinges

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Bespoke options

Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Hinged door with inline panel

Our bespoke options provide you with
the opportunity to adapt our Design
hinged door and inline panel to perfectly
suit your bathroom scheme. Various
glass finishes and handles are available,
allowing you to mix-and-match your
choice for a custom look.

1. Bespoke size options
Hinged door with
inline panel

RRP Plus £199.00

Hinged door with inline
panel & side panel

Special Height Current height of 1950mm can be
reduced to any height.
Special Width Minimum width of door and inline panel
is 700mm combined.
Stock Door Widths Door widths: 450mm, 510mm,
550mm, 600mm, 650mm.
Restrictions Door widths cannot be changed from
current stock widths. Height of door and inline panel
cannot be increased above 1950mm. Minimum width
of inline panel is 150mm.

Door opening

Glass option - Crystal Clear Glass

Glass option - Bronze Glass

Glass option - Grey Glass

Glass option - Green Glass

Glass option - Frosted Glass

Glass option - Block Print

Handle options Choose from a selection of handles,
shown below.

2. Bespoke glass options
Additional Bespoke Surcharge Plus £199.00

SC
SC
SC
SC

Doors and Panels A selection of coloured glass
options are available on any door or panel, shown right.
We cannot accept cancellations of special orders.
To order see pages 112 - 113.

Shown right: 1100mm Door. 1100 x 900mm Shower Tray.
Kai Lever Shower Valve. Wisp Shower Handset. Central
Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm (door)
8mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

Power shower
proof

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Handle options

Hinged door with inline panel
700mm

440

670 - 695 (658 - 673*)

DHDSC0700

£579.00

760mm

500

730 - 755 (718 - 733*)

DHDSC0760

£599.00

800mm

540

770 - 795 (758 - 773*)

DHDSC0800

£629.00

900mm

590

870 - 895 (858 - 873*)

DHDSC0900

£659.00

1000mm

590

970 - 995 (958 - 973*)

DHDSC1000

£709.00

1100mm

640

1070 - 1095 (1058 - 1073*)

DHDSC1100

£749.00

1200mm

640

1170 - 1195 (1158 - 1173*)

DHDSC1200

£769.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

DSPSC0700

£295.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

DSPSC0760

£299.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

DSPSC0800

£319.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

DSPSC0900

£339.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

DSPSC1000

£449.00

1100mm

N/A

1075 - 1090

DSPSC1100

£499.00

1200mm

N/A

1175 - 1190

DSPSC1200

£529.00

1400mm

N/A

1375 - 1390

DSPSC1400

£549.00

Design handle

D Shaped handle

Pier handle

Elite handle

Side panel
Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Bespoke options
available, see
opposite

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

For improved stability, the 1100 - 1400mm walk-in panels are supplied with a 90° angled bracket.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

*Adjustment when used with a side panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
70

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

90˚ handle

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Soft close single slider

shhhhhh!
Soft close single
slider

Soft close single slider
with side panel

No matter how hard you slam the
Design Soft Close Slider, the door
opens and shuts smoothly with
virtually no sound.
Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 1200 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Central Shower
Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. Ethos Shower Kit.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Silver finish
frame

25mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Wet room
compatible

1950mm
enclosure height

Sliding door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Soft close single slider
1100mm

439

1060 - 1085 (1070 - 1095*)

DSLSC1100

£619.00

1200mm

489

1160 - 1185 (1170 - 1195*)

DSLSC1200

£629.00

1400mm

589

1360 - 1385 (1370 - 1395*)

DSLSC1400

£659.00

1600mm

689

1560 - 1585 (1570 - 1595*)

DSLSC1600

£729.00

1700mm

739

1660 - 1685 (1670 - 1695*)

DSLSC1700

£739.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 785

DSLSP0800

£259.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 885

DSLSP0900

£275.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 985

DSLSP1000

£295.00

Side panel

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Optional
For uneven surfaces such as mosaic tiles a wall channel is available.
DSLADJPROFILE £49.50

Lifetime
Guarantee

Soft & quiet
door opening
and closing

Concealed
profile fixings

This enclosure requires a shower tray with a minimum ledge of 60mm.
*Adjustment when used with a side panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Quick release

72

Squeeze gasket
installation

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Bespoke options

Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Walk-in panel

Our bespoke options provide you
with the opportunity to adapt our
Design walk-in panel to perfectly suit
your bathroom scheme. Various glass
finishes are available, including frosted
and coloured, allowing you to create a
custom look for your shower.

1. Bespoke size options
RRP Plus £199.00
Walk-in panel
(300 - 1000mm)

Walk-in panel
(1100 - 1400mm)

Special Height Current height of 1950mm can be
reduced to any height.
Special Width Side panel can be made to any width up
to a maximum of 1400mm.
Restrictions Minimum width of a panel is 150mm.

2. Bespoke glass options

Glass option - Crystal Clear Glass

Glass option - Bronze Glass

Glass option - Grey Glass

Glass option - Green Glass

Glass option - Frosted Glass

Glass option - Block Print

Additional Bespoke Surcharge Plus £199.00
Door opening
Panels A selection of coloured glass options are
available on any panel, shown right.
We cannot accept cancellations of special orders.
To order see pages 112 - 113.

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: Two 800mm Panels. 1400 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Water Square Shower Valve. Essence
Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. To see our
full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Return panel

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Wet room
compatible

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

1950mm
enclosure height

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

300mm

N/A

242 - 257

DSPSC0300

£249.00

400mm

N/A

342 - 357

DSPSC0400

£249.00

500mm

N/A

442 - 457

DSPSC0500

£259.00

600mm

N/A

542 - 557

DSPSC0600

£279.00

700mm

N/A

642 - 657

DSPSC0700

£295.00

760mm

N/A

702 - 717

DSPSC0760

£299.00

800mm

N/A

742 - 757

DSPSC0800

£319.00

900mm

N/A

842 - 857

DSPSC0900

£339.00

1000mm

N/A

942 - 957

DSPSC1000

£449.00

1100mm

N/A

1042 - 1057

DSPSC1100

£499.00

1200mm

N/A

1142 - 1157

DSPSC1200

£529.00

1400mm

N/A

1342 - 1357

DSPSC1400

£549.00

Walk-in panel

The return panel is designed
to be used alongside the
walk-in panel to reduce
water spray outside of the
shower area.

Width 200mm
Width 400mm
Width 500mm

DEPSC0200
DEPSC0400
DEPSC0500

£230.00
£275.00
£290.00

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Price per Walk-in panel.
Bespoke options
available, see
opposite
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For improved stability, the 1100 - 1400mm Walk-in panels are supplied with a 90° angled bracket.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Two sided walk-in
enclosure

Design - Walk-in easy access

Walk-in easy access

Two sided walk-in enclosure with
Walk-in end panel

Walk-in easy access with
Walk-in end panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1700 x 800mm (R/H) Enclosure with
550mm End Panel. 800 x 1700mm Shower Tray. High
Flow Shower Waste. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Central
Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1400mm Walk In Easy Access. 1700 x
800mm Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Central
Shower Head. Rex Ceiling Shower Arm. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Two sided walk-in enclosure

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Two sided walk-in enclosure
1400 x 900mm

542

805 - 820

DWDSC1400

£579.00

318 (return panel)
1700 x 800mm

542

1105 - 1120

DWDSC1700

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1000 - 1015

DWQSC1400

£585.00

1200 - 1215

DWQSC1700

£685.00

£249.00

Walk-in easy access
1400mm

670

700mm (fixed panel)

£689.00

300mm (return panel)

218 (return panel)
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Power shower
proof

Walk-in end panel
550mm

N/A

551 - 566

DWKSC0550

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Tray mounted
only

Enclosure must be used in conjunction with Walk-in trays STWK91400 and STWK81700

770

900mm (fixed panel)
300mm (return panel)

£289.00

Walk-in end panel

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

1700mm

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

300mm

N/A

242 - 257

DSPSC0300

400mm

N/A

342 - 357

DSPSC0400

£249.00

500mm

N/A

442 - 457

DSPSC0500

£259.00

600mm

N/A

542 - 557

DSPSC0600

£279.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

DSPSC0700

£295.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

DSPSC0760

£299.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

DSPSC0800

£319.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

DSPSC0900

£339.00

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Price per Walk-in panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Design - Quadrant single hinged door

Semi-frameless quadrant double
hinged door

Semi-frameless quadrant
single hinged door

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900 x 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm
Shower Tray. Watersquare Shower Valve. Zion Shower
Head. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1200 x 800mm Enclosure. 1200 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Design Multifunction Thermostatic Shower
Valve. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm (door)
8mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Quadrant double hinged door
800mm

650

770 - 785

DQDSC0800

£669.00

900mm

650

870 - 885

DQDSC0900

£699.00

Width
6mm (door)
8mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Power shower
proof

Outward
opening door

Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Quadrant double hinged door

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

£689.00

Quadrant single hinged door
800mm

650

770 - 785

DQSSC0800

900mm

650

870 - 885

DQSSC0900

£739.00

1000mm

650

970 - 985

DQSSC1000

£789.00

1000 x 800mm

650

770 - 785 x 970 - 985

DQSSC10X8

£789.00

1200 x 800mm

650

770 - 785 x 1170 - 1185

DQSSC12X8

£829.00

1200 x 900mm

650

870 - 885 x 1170 - 1185

DQSSC12X9

£839.00

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Door will be hinged off the smaller panel for all offset quadrants.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

78

Wet room
compatible

To suit a Crosswater
550mm radius
shower tray

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

recessed or
exposed?

Not sure which shower valve to opt for?
Browse our collection for a choice of both
recessed and exposed styles.

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

To suit a Crosswater
550mm radius
shower tray

See page 224 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Design

Design - Pentagon enclosure

Semi-frameless
pentagon enclosure

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900 x 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm
Shower Tray. Water Square Shower Valve. Zion Shower
Head. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm (door)
8mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

875 - 890

DPTSC0900

£879.00

Pentagon enclosure
900 x 900mm

665

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.138
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

hip to be square!
shower
trays

We’ve got a range of shower trays that are
designed to fit the unique shape of your
Pentagon shower enclosure.

Water Square shower valves are the perfect pairing for
the angles of our square and pentagon enclosures.

See page 136 for more information.

MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 276.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Shower enclosures - Edge

Edge
A sleek silver frame, complemented by smooth lines
and a minimal door frame.

82

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Pivot door
84

Infold door
85

Single slider
86

Triple slider
87

Quadrant double door
88

Quadrant single door
89

Bi-fold door
90

Corner entry
91

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Edge - Infold door

Pivot door

Infold door

Pivot door with
side panel

Shower enclosures - Edge

Edge - Pivot door

Infold door with
side panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Door. 760 x 900mm Shower Tray.
Wisp Tap. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Magnum Shower Kit.
Celeste Illuminated Mirror. Elite Steel Furniture.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm Shower Tray.
Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour Shower Head. Straight
Shower Arm. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

1950mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Width

PRICE (£)

Pivot door

6mm
toughened
glass

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

700mm

495

660 - 690

EIDSC0700

£469.00

760mm

555

720 - 750

EIDSC0760

£509.00

Infold door

700mm

477

660 - 690

EPDSC0700

£359.00

760mm

506

720 - 750

EPDSC0760

£379.00

800mm

546

760 - 790

EPDSC0800

£399.00

800mm

595

760 - 790

EIDSC0800

£529.00

900mm

646

860 - 890

EPDSC0900

£409.00

900mm

695

860 - 890

EIDSC0900

£549.00

1000mm

646

960 - 990

EPDSC1000

£429.00

1000mm

791

960 - 990

EIDSC1000

£569.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

ESPSC0700

£229.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

ESPSC0700

£229.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

ESPSC0760

£239.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

ESPSC0760

£239.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

ESPSC0800

£249.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

ESPSC0800

£249.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

ESPSC0900

£269.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

ESPSC0900

£269.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

ESPSC1000

£279.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

ESPSC1000

£279.00

Side panel

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Infold door

Side panel

Wet room
compatible

For additional sundries, please see page 110. For wet room solutions, see page 160.

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

84

Lifetime
Guarantee

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

space
saving

The perfect solution for smaller spaces,
our Edge infold shower door reduces
the footprint of the opening panel by
mounting it on a sliding rail.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Edge - Triple slider

Single slider

Triple slider

Single slider with
side panel

Door opening

Triple slider with
side panel

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1200mm Enclosure. 1200 x 900mm
Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour Shower
Head. Straight Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 800mm Side Panel. 800 x
1200mm Shower Tray. Dial Shower Valve & Head. Svelte
WC. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
8mm (door)
6mm (fixed panel)
toughened glass

Power shower
proof

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Sliding door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Width

PRICE (£)

Single slider
1000mm

393

960 - 990

ESLSC1000

£519.00

1100mm

443

1060 - 1090

ESLSC1100

£529.00

1200mm

493

1160 - 1190

ESLSC1200

£549.00

1400mm

593

1360 - 1390

ESLSC1400

£589.00

1500mm

643

1460 - 1490

ESLSC1500

£599.00

1600mm

643

1560 - 1590

ESLSC1600

£629.00

6mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

40mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Sliding doors

Side panel
Silver finish
frame

Shower enclosures - Edge

Edge - Single slider

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

ESPSC0700

£229.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

ESPSC0760

£239.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

ESPSC0800

£249.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

ESPSC0900

£269.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

ESPSC1000

£279.00

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900mm

428

870 - 910

ETSSC0900

£489.00

1000mm

495

970 - 1010

ETSSC1000

£489.00

1200mm

628

1170 - 1210

ETSSC1200

£499.00

900mm

N/A

870 - 890

ETPSC0900

£239.00

1000mm

N/A

970 - 990

ETPSC1000

£249.00

Triple slider

Side panel

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Concealed
fixings

86

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

wider
access

The ultimate shower door for maximising
entry width, individual glass panels slide
together when opened to create a wider space
for entering and exiting the enclosure.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Edge - Quadrant single door

Quadrant double door

Quadrant single door

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm Shower
Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour Shower Head.
Straight Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1200 x 800mm Enclosure. 1200 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour Shower
Head. Straight Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

15mm adjustment
for easy fitting
per panel

Reversible
design

1950mm
enclosure height

Sliding door

Shower enclosures - Edge

Edge - Quadrant double door

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Width

PRICE (£)

Quadrant double door
800mm

450

770 - 785

EQDSC0800

£565.00

900mm

540

870 - 885

EQDSC0900

£599.00

1000mm

540

970 - 985

EQDSC1000

1200 x 800mm

452

1170 - 1185 x 770 - 785

1200 x 900mm

545

1170 - 1185 x 870 - 885

6mm
toughened
glass

15mm adjustment
for easy fitting
per panel

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Quadrant single door
800mm

480

770 - 785

EQSSC0800

£599.00

900mm

480

870 - 885

EQSSC0900

£669.00

£679.00

1000mm

480

970 - 985

EQSSC1000

£729.00

EQDSC12X8

£699.00

1000 x 800mm

480

970 - 985 x 770 - 785

EQSSC10X8

£699.00

EQDSC12X9

£699.00

1200 x 800mm

480

1170 - 1185 x 770 - 785

EQSSC12X8

£749.00

1200 x 900mm

480

1170 - 1185 x 870 - 885

EQSSC12X9

£759.00

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Sliding door

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Magnet
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

88

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Quick release
rollers

curve
appeal

Complement the curves of your Edge
enclosure with a quadrant or offset quadrant
shower tray, designed for the perfect fit.

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

See page 136 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Edge - Corner entry

Bi-fold door

Corner entry

Bi-fold door with
side panel

Shower enclosures - Edge

Edge - Bi-fold door

Door opening
Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm 25mm Stone
Resin Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour
Shower Head. Straight Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm 25mm Stone
Resin Shower Tray. Kai Lever Shower Valve. Contour
Shower Head. Straight Shower Arm. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

1950mm
enclosure height

Folding doors

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Bi-fold door
700mm

455

660 - 690

EBFSC0700

£399.00

760mm

455

720 - 750

EBFSC0760

£449.00

800mm

495

760 - 790

EBFSC0800

£479.00

900mm

595

860 - 890

EBFSC0900

£499.00

1000mm

665

960 - 990

EBFSC1000

£545.00

700mm

N/A

675 - 690

ESPSC0700

£229.00

760mm

N/A

735 - 750

ESPSC0760

£239.00

800mm

N/A

775 - 790

ESPSC0800

£249.00

900mm

N/A

875 - 890

ESPSC0900

£269.00

1000mm

N/A

975 - 990

ESPSC1000

£279.00

Side panel

Wet room
compatible

Width

PRICE (£)
6mm
toughened
glass

15mm adjustment
for easy fitting
per panel

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

760mm

367

730 - 745

ECESC0760

£629.00

800mm

395

770 - 785

ECESC0800

£649.00

900mm

470

870 - 885

ECESC0900

£699.00

Corner entry

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Sliding doors

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quick release
rollers

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

90

Lifetime
Guarantee

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Click

Click
Easy to install with minimal fuss and tools, designed with 6mm
glass and a reversible door for added convenience.

Hinged door
94

92

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Easy access
double hinged door
95

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Click - Easy access double hinged door

Hinged door

Corner entry

Hinged door with
side panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 800mm Double Hinged Door. 800 x
800mm Shower Tray. Wisp Shower Kit. Designer Wall
Outlet. Kai Lever Shower Valve. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm Shower Tray.
Wisp Shower Kit. Designer Wall Outlet. Kai Lever Shower
Valve. To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1950mm
enclosure height
(side panels 1930mm)

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

“Click” profile
system

Fast install profiles
with concealed
fixings

Squeeze gasket
installation

94

Product Code

800mm

672

770 - 800 (770 - 790*)

NHDSC0800

£349.00

900mm

772

870 - 900 (870 - 890*)

NHDSC0900

£359.00

NHDR

800mm

762 - 782

1931

NSPSC0800

£239.00

900mm

862 - 882

1931

NSPSC0900

£249.00

*Adjustment when used with a side panel.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
To view an installation video for this product please visit youtube.com/CrosswaterHoldings

From multiple spray patterns and premium
styles, we have a range of high-performance
shower kits to suit your enclosure space.
See page 202 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment on
each side

1950mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Easy access double hinged door
800 x 800mm

672

770-790 & 870-890

NCESC0800

£725.00

900 x 900mm

772

870 - 900

NCESC0900

£735.00

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

£80.00

Side Panel

function
& form

Width

PRICE (£)

Hinged door

Recess application requires NHDR Recess Channel
Power shower
proof

Shower enclosures - Click

Click - Hinged door

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening doors

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

“Click” profile
system

Fast install profiles
with concealed
fixings

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme
A range of quality, easy-to-install shower enclosures
with a modern silver frame.

96

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Luxury pivot door
98

Pivot door
99

Pivot door with
inline panel
100

Single slider
101

Quadrant single door
103

Bi-fold door
104

Corner entry
105

Pivot door pentagon
enclosure
106

Luxury curved quadrant
102

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Pivot door

Luxury pivot door

Pivot door

Luxury pivot door with
side panel

Door opening

Pivot door with
side panel

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 760/800mm Door. 800 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 800mm+ Door. 800 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

600mm

389

570 - 630

7129

£299.00

600mm+

429

610 - 670

7002

£299.00

700mm

489

670 - 730

7135

£299.00

760/800mm

554

735 - 795

7138

£299.00

800mm+

589

770 - 830

7036

£339.00

900mm

660

840 - 900

7141

£339.00

900mm+

689

870 - 930

7088

£339.00

760mm

N/A

729 - 759

7147

£229.00

800mm

N/A

765 - 795

7166

£229.00

900mm

N/A

865 - 895

7150

£259.00

Bracing bars - for a 3-sided enclosure two Supreme bracing bars are required - see page 110.

1000mm

N/A

965 - 995

7167

£399.00

Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 110.

1200mm

N/A

1165 - 1195

7168

£399.00

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Ball catch
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme - Luxury pivot door

60mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

1850mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Easy
installation

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Luxury pivot door
700mm

499

670 - 730

7310

£499.00

760/800mm

564

735 - 795

7311

£519.00

900mm

669

840 - 900

7312

£559.00

Side panel
760mm

N/A

729 - 759

7147

£229.00

800mm

N/A

765 - 795

7166

£229.00

900mm

N/A

865 - 895

7150

£259.00

1000mm

N/A

965 - 995

7167

£399.00

1200mm

N/A

1165 - 1195

7168

£399.00

Options

For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Please note a side panel will add 8mm to the minimum width of a door.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Width

PRICE (£)
4mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

60mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1850mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

PRICE (£)

Pivot door

Side panel
Magnet
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Easy
installation

Options
Bracing bars - fr a 3-sided enclosure two Supreme bracing bars are required - see page 110.
Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 110.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Please note a side panel will add 8mm to the minimum width of a door.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Single slider

Pivot door with
inline panel

Single slider

Pivot door with
inline panel & side panel

Single slider with
side panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 800 x 1200mm Shower
Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range visit
www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 1200mm Door. 800 x 1200mm Shower
Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range visit
www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

60mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

1850mm
enclosure height

Outward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Pivot door with inline panel
1000mm

489

957 - 1017

7135/7114

£579.00

1100mm

554

1055 - 1115

7138/7153

£619.00

1200mm

660

1160 - 1220

7141/7153

£649.00

Side panel

4mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

60mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

Reversible
design

1850mm
enclosure height

Sliding door

Easy
installation

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1000mm

385

940 - 1000

7337

£439.00

1100mm

435

1040 - 1100

7336

£439.00

1200mm

485

1140 - 1200

7061

£449.00

1400mm

585

1340 - 1400

7345

£539.00

£229.00

Single slider

Side panel

729 - 759

7147

800mm

N/A

765 - 795

7166

£229.00

760mm

N/A

729 - 759

7147

900mm

N/A

865 - 895

7150

£259.00

800mm

N/A

765 - 795

7166

£229.00

1000mm

N/A

965 - 995

7167

£399.00

900mm

N/A

865 - 895

7150

£259.00

1200mm

N/A

1165 - 1195

7168

£399.00

1000mm

N/A

965 - 995

7167

£399.00

1200mm

N/A

1165 - 1195

7168

£399.00

Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 110.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Please note a side panel will add 8mm to the minimum width of a door.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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Adjustment

N/A

Magnet
closing

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Options

Bracing bars - for a 3-sided enclosure two Supreme bracing bars are required - see page 110.
Lifetime
Guarantee

Door Entry Width

760mm

Options

£229.00

Width

Inline panels - inline panels are also suitable for use with Luxury Pivot Doors, see page 98.

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme - Pivot door with inline panel

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Bracing bars - for a 3-sided enclosure two Supreme bracing bars are required - see page 110.
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy
installation

Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 110.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Please note a side panel will add 8mm to the minimum width of a door.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Quadrant single door

Luxury curved quadrant

Quadrant single door

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 800 x 800mm Enclosure. 800 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 900 x 900mm Enclosure. 900 x 900mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

25mm
adjustment
per side

1850mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

800 x 800mm

406

Door 420

5306

£519.00

Panels 765 - 790
510

Door 510

5305

Width

PRICE (£)

Luxury curved quadrant

900 x 900mm

6mm
toughened
glass

25mm
adjustment
per side

1850mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Reversible
design

Sliding doors

900 x 760mm

433

Door 440

900 x 900mm
900 x 760mm

Door 460

460
460

5314

£599.00

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

510

Door 510
Panel (900) 865 - 890

5316

460

£679.00

Easy
installation

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

5332

£569.00

Door 460

door 460

5336

£629.00

Panel (800) 765 - 790
5318

£679.00

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

(door slides back onto 1000 panel)
1200 x 800mm

460

Door 460

5337

£679.00

Panel (1200) 1165 - 1190
Panel (900) 765 - 790
(door slides back onto 900 panel)

For additional sundries, please see page 110.
Lifetime
Guarantee

£569.00

Panel (1000) 965 - 990

Panel (1200) 1165 - 1190

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

5331

(door slides back onto 900 panel)
1000 x 800mm

Panel (1200) 1165 - 1190
1200 x 900mm

Door 460

Panel (900) 865 - 890

Frameless
sliding door

Panel (800) 765 - 790
Magnet
closing

PRICE (£)

Panel (760) 735 - 750

Panel (900) 865 - 890
406

Product Code

Panels 865 - 890

£599.00

Panel (760) 735 - 750
1200 x 800mm

Adjustment

Quadrant single door

Panels 865 - 890
Power shower
proof

Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme - Luxury curved quadrant

1200 x 900mm
Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy
installation

460

Quick release
roller mechanisms
for easy cleaning

Door 460

5335

£679.00

Panel (1200) 1165 - 1190
Panel (900) 865 - 890
(door slides back onto 900 panel)
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Quick release To suit a Crosswater
roller mechanisms 550mm radius
for easy cleaning
shower tray
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To suit a Crosswater
550mm radius
shower tray

For wet room solutions, see page 160.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Corner entry

Bi-fold door

Corner entry

Bi-fold door with
side panel

Door opening

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 800mm+ Door. 800 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Shown right: 800 x 800mm Door. 800 x 800mm
Shower Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range
visit www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

Power shower
proof

Magnet
closing

60mm
adjustment
per side

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

1850mm
enclosure height

Inward
opening door

Wet room
compatible

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Bi-fold door
600mm+

379

598 - 658

7230

£399.00

700mm

450

668 - 728

7231

£399.00

760/800mm

515

734 - 794

7232

£399.00

800mm+

571

790 - 850

7289

£439.00

900mm

627

848 - 908

7233

£459.00

Side panel

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

30mm adjustment
1850mm
per side for
enclosure height
easy fitting

Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy
installation

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

760mm

395

730 - 760

7262

£529.00

800mm

420

770 - 800

7263

£549.00

Corner entry

Options
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Sliding doors

Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 112.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

760mm

N/A

729 - 759

7147

£229.00

800mm

N/A

765 - 795

7166

£229.00

900mm

N/A

865 - 895

7150

£259.00

1000mm

N/A

965 - 995

7167

£399.00

1200mm

N/A

1165 - 1195

7168

£399.00

Silver finish
frame

Wet room
compatible

Options
Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme - Bi-fold door

Bracing bars - for a 3-sided enclosure two Supreme bracing bars are required - see page 110.
Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 110.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.

Please note a side panel will add 8mm to the minimum width of a door.

Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy
installation

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

space
saver

The proportions of our smallest Supreme
enclosure require an equally compact shower
tray. We have a range of designs available.
See page 136 for more information.

For wet room solutions, see page 160.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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size matters!
Whether you favour a drenching soak or a more powerful
flow, there is a fixed shower head size to suit you.

Pivot door pentagon
enclosure

Door opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Shown right: 900mm Door. 900 x 900mm Shower
Tray. Dial Shower Kit. To see our full range visit
www.crosswater.co.uk

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

30mm adjustment
per side for
easy fitting

1850mm
enclosure height

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

Door 692 - 712

7135/7156

PRICE (£)

Pivot door pentagon enclosure
900mm

489

£699.00

Panels 368 - 398

Options
Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening door

Frame extension profiles - for frame extension profiles 32mm, please refer to page 112.
For additional sundries, please see page 110.
For wet room solutions, see page 160.

Magnet
closing

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

Wet room
compatible

Easy
installation

trays
for all

From high-quality acrylic to 100% natural
stone, our extensive collection of shower trays
is available in an array of shapes and sizes.
See page 136 for more information.

FIXED SHOWER HEADS ON PAGE 188.
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Shower enclosures - Supreme

Supreme - Pivot door pentagon enclosure

Showering - Options

Options

Options
Combinations of varying widths and heights are all part of our
bespoke service, offering tailored solutions to accommodate any
shower space without compromising on style. There is also a wide
selection of accessories to complement all ranges for that
designer finishing touch.

Sundries
Bespoke options
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Sundries

Sundries
Right down to the finest details, choose from a range of
additional extras available across all of our shower enclosure
ranges, such as bracing bars, seals and extension profiles.

Bath screen sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

MPRO

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

Supreme Screen Rubber Seal
(Vertical)

N/A

6025

£40.00

Waste grid

Matt black

LNGRID_MB

£40.00

Supreme Bottom Rubber Seal

N/A

6026

£29.00

Wall channel

Matt black

DSLADJPROFILEMB

£58.00

Classic Screen Seal

N/A

DVS000064

£30.00

Pier sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

Installation Kit
Required when purchasing
Inline and/or Side Panel

Silver

PIERBRACE

£199.00

Optional Closing Profile
For use with Single Slider

Silver

PIERMAGNET

£59.00

Optional Bracing Bar

Silver

PI0000029

£59.00

Supreme sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

Corner Post

Silver

0105

£95.00

Wall Channel

Silver

7103

£55.00

32mm Square Profile
(Up to 2 metres)

Silver

9315

£79.00

Luxury Pivot Door Handle

Silver

0112

£65.00

Bracing Bar

Silver

7258

£39.00

Ten sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

Optional 1m Bracing Bar
Bracing bar for use with 1030
panels 900mm and above

Silver

RMCP67110

£189.00

Spare Handle

Silver

10HANDLE

£129.00

Classic sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

D Shaped Door Handle

Silver

0112

£65.00

90° Door Handle

Silver

0190

£60.00

17mm Extension Profile

Silver

0115

£70.00

45mm Extension Profile

Silver

0118

£90.00

Wall Channel

Silver

0138

£85.00

Bracing Bar

Silver

7258

£39.00

Design sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

Outward Opening Hinges (Pair)

Silver

DS0000021 (x2)

£140.00

15mm Extension Profile

Silver

DS0000110

£65.00

Wall channel

N/A

DSLADJPROFILE

£49.50

Edge sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

15mm Extension Profile

Silver

DS0000110

£6500

Elite sundries

Finish

Product code

Price (£)

17mm Extension Profile

Chrome plated

LS0000110

£165.00
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Fax back order form Bespoke options

Tailored to fit your space, Crosswater Bespoke Service provides you with the opportunity to achieve a precision finish for a minimalist and
contemporary look. Different height and width combinations along with various glass colour options offer endless possibilities for that
custom space.

Please complete this form and return it to your retailer who will then fax it to Crosswater to confirm receipt and acceptance of the order.
Delivery is up to four weeks. Fax back to 0345 873 8841 or email sales@crosswater.co.uk

Pier - Hinged door and side panel

Retailer details

RRP Plus £199

Stock Height

Door and Side panel height: 2000mm.

Stock Width

Door widths available: 800mm, 900mm.
Panel widths available: 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm.

Restrictions

Door or panel sizes cannot be changed from current stock widths.

Glass Finish

Standard, Crystal Clear, Green, Bronze, Grey, Frosted & Block Print.

Handle

Pier (standard), Elite, Design, D Shaped, 90˚.

Glass options

Additional bespoke size surcharge Plus £199

Company name
Address
Postcode

See pages 46-47 for further product information.

Tel

Design - Hinged door and inline panel
Special Height
Special Width

Minimum width of door and inline panel is 700mm combined.

Stock Door Widths

Door widths available: 450mm, 510mm, 550mm, 600mm, 650mm.

Restrictions

Door widths cannot be changed from current stock widths.
Height of door and inline panel cannot be increased above 1950mm.
Minimum width of inline panel is 150mm.

Glass Finish*

Standard, Crystal Clear, Green, Bronze, Grey, Frosted & Block Print.

Handle

Design (standard), Pier, Elite, D Shaped, 90˚.

Fax

Email

RRP Plus £199

Current height of 1950mm can be reduced to any height.

Glass Option - Crystal Clear Glass

Glass Option - Green Glass

Customer details
Company name
Address
Postcode

See page 70 for further product information.

Design - Walk-in panel

Order ref

Tel

RRP Plus £199

Special Height

Current height of 1950mm can be reduced to any height.

Special Width

Side panel can be made to any width up to a maximum of 1400mm.

Restrictions

Minimum width of a panel is 150mm.

Glass Finish*

Standard, Crystal Clear, Green, Bronze, Grey, Frosted & Block Print.

Glass Option - Bronze Glass

Glass Option - Grey Glass

Fax

Email

Product details
Enclosure

Pier Hinged Door

Glass colour

See pages 74-75 for further product information.

Handing

Glass Option - Fully Frosted Glass

Handle options

Glass Option - Block Print

Design Hinged Door

Clear Glass (Standard)

Door; Hinge LH

Handle (Hinged Door only)

* Additional bespoke surcharge, plus £199

[ ]

[ ]
Pier

[ ]

RH

[ ]

[ ]
Elite

[ ]

Crystal Clear

[ ]

Design Walk In Panel
Bronze

Design

[ ]

Grey

[ ]

RH

D Shaped

[ ]

Side/Walk In Panel; LH

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

Green

[ ]

Frosted

[ ]

Block Print

[ ]

[ ]
90˚

[ ]

Crosswater Clear Glass Protection applied as standard.
Bespoke products do not offer the same range of adjustment as stock products. If you require the same adjustments as our stock range please tick the box. [ ]

Signed (retailer)

DATE

Signed (customer)

DATE

(tick box to acknowledge)

Pier handle
112

Elite handle

Design handle

D Shaped handle

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

90˚ handle

[ ]

All Bespoke products are non – refundable. Please ensure that all measurements given are from a tile to tile finish or end of tray when using with a side panel.

[ ]

Once your order has been placed you will be liable for any charges should you wish to alter or cancel your order.

[ ]

To ensure no delays please complete all relevant information and dimensions (mm)
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Bespoke options

Bespoke options

Showering - Bespoke options

Fax back order form Bespoke options
Please complete this form and return it to your retailer who will then fax it to Crosswater to confirm receipt and acceptance of the order.
Delivery is up to four weeks. Fax back to 0345 873 8841 or email sales@crosswater.co.uk

Retailer details

Order ref

Pier - Hinged door and side panel

Design - Hinged door and inline panel

C

D

B

B

C
A

A

Dimension A*

Dimension A

Dimension B*

Dimension B

Dimension C*

Dimension C

Dimension D*

Design - Side panel/walk-in panel

B

A

Dimension A

Dimension B
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*Standard stock sizes only

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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BATH SCREENS

step into
luxury
For rooms with limited space, go for an over-bath shower
screen. From single panels to foldaway designs, there is a
practical solution for those daily showering routines.
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Infinity - Single bath screen

Semi-frameless single bath screen

Semi-frameless single bath screen

Bath screens - Svelte / Infinity

Svelte - Single bath screen

Bath screen opening
Bath screen opening

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Polished stainless
steel finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

118

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Single bath screen
900mm

900 - 915

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

SBSSC0900

£535.00

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1385mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Polished stainless
steel finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Adjustment

Product Code

885 - 900

£535

PRICE (£)

Single bath screen
900mm

£395.00

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Design - Single bath screen with towel rail

Semi-frameless single bath screen

Semi-frameless single bath
screen with towel rail

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Adjustment

PRICE (£)

Single bath screen

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Screen rotates
through 180°

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Screen rotates
through 180°

Lifetime
Guarantee

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

850mm

850 - 870

Rise and
fall pivot

120

Product Code

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

DBSSC0850

£239.00

Rise and
fall pivot

Adjustment

Product Code

850 - 870

DBSSC0850+TR

Bath screens - Design

Design - Single bath screen

PRICE (£)

Single bath screen with towel rail
850mm

multi
function

£299.00

Got an over-bath shower? Then it’s likely
you’ll need a multifunction valve to
operate both a shower head and bath filler.
See pages 276-280 for more information.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Design - Double folding bath screen

Semi-frameless double bath screen
- outward opening

Semi-frameless double bath
screen - dual opening

Bath screens - Design

Design - Double bath screen - Outward opening

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Adjustment

PRICE (£)

Double bath screen - Outward opening

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Second panel
rotates through
270°

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Rotates 180°
opening inwards
and outwards

Lifetime
Guarantee

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

1060mm

1060 - 1080

Rise and
fall pivot
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Product Code

SC
SC
SC
SC

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

DBDSC1060

£359.00

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1060 - 1080

DBVSC1060

£469.00

Double folding bath screen
1060mm

Rise and
fall pivot

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Elite - Hinged bath screen

Semi-frameless triple bath screen

Hinged bath screen

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

SC
SC
SC
SC

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Triple bath screen

Width
8mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Second panel
rotates through
270°

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward
opening only

Lifetime
Guarantee

Bright polished
chrome finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

1500mm

Bath screens - Design / Elite

Design - Triple bath screen

1500 - 1520

DBTSC1500

£489.00

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

870 - 890

LBSSC0900

£429.00

Hinged bath screen
900mm

Rise and
fall pivot
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Zion - Hinged bath screen

Hinged bath screen

Hinged bath screen

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

Bath screens - Ten / Zion

Ten - Hinged bath screen

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Hinged bath screen

Width
10mm
toughened
glass

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Outward
opening only

Reversible
design

Outward opening
bath screen

Chromed brass
hinges

Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Hinged directly
from the wall

10mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard
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Hinged Panel Width

900mm

647

900 - 915

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

TBDSC0900

£569.00

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

N/A

ZBSSC0900

£499.00

Hinged bath screen
900mm

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Click - Double bath screen

Single bath screen

Double bath screen

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

SC
SC
SC
SC

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Single bath screen
800mm

Bath screens - Click

Click - Single bath screen

800 - 820

NBSSC0800

£240.00

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

20mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1500mm
glass height

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1150 - 1170

NBDSC1150

£299.00

Double bath screen
1150mm

To view an installation video for this product please visit youtube.com/CrosswaterHoldings

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Outward opening
bath screen

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Inward and
outward opening
bath screen

Silver profile
finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Silver profile
finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Click profile
system

Rise and
fall pivot

Fast installation
wall channels

Rise and
fall pivot

Squeeze gasket
installation
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Edge - Foldaway bath screen

Easy reach bath screen

Foldaway bath screen

Bath screens - Click / Edge

Click - Easy-reach bath screen

Bath screen opening
Bath screen opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
6mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1450mm
glass height

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Silver profile
finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Hinged door to
access panel

Rise and
fall pivot
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SC
SC
SC
SC

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Easy-reach bath screen

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

8mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1382mm
glass height

Outward opening
bath screen

Reversible
design

Folding bath
screen

Silver finish
frame

Lifetime
Guarantee

1 Year
Guarantee

850mm

850 - 865

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

NBDSC0850

£330.00

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

830 - 838

EFBSC0865

£319.00

Foldaway bath screen
830mm (230mm Folded)

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Over-bath slider

Bath screens - Supreme

Supreme - Deluxe bath screen

Deluxe bath screen
Over-bath slider

Bath screen opening

Bath screen opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
5mm
toughened
glass

15mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1380mm
glass height

Reversible
design

Outward
opening only

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

1 Year
Guarantee

Adjustment

PRICE (£)

Deluxe bath screen

Width
4mm
toughened
glass

60mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1480mm
glass height

Silver profile
finish

Power shower
proof

Reversible
design

Sliding doors

Easy
installation

Silver profile
finish

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

700mm

N/A

6019/6022

£189.00

850mm

N/A

6019/6021

£199.00

multi
function
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Product Code

Operate both your bath filler and
shower handset at the same time with
a multifunction thermostatic valve.
See pages 276-280 for more information.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Easy
installation

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

1646 - 1706

5301

PRICE (£)

Over-bath slider
1700mm

735

shower
heads

£829.00

On a budget? There’s a wide choice of
cost-effective brassware solutions, like our
Reflex single mode shower head.
See page 199 for more information.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Supreme - Bath guard

Bath screens - Supreme / Folding shower seat

Folding shower seat
The Square wall-mounted shower
seat is designed to fit all Crosswater
enclosures, and conveniently folds
away when not in use.

Bath guard

Bath guard opening

SC
SC
SC
SC

Width
5mm
toughened
glass

30mm
adjustment for
easy fitting

1280mm
glass height

Reversible
design

Fixed bath
guard

Silver finish
frame

Easy Clean Crosswater Clear
as standard

Lifetime
Guarantee

Easy
installation

Door Entry Width

Adjustment

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Bath guard

Depth x Width
Stainless Steel

210mm

7038

£119.00

350mm

6036

£149.00

Easy to install

Quality
construction

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Square wall mounted shower seat
360 x 360mm

SEATSQ

£319.00

Must be fixed to a solid wall. Maximum weight 150kg.

To be used in
conjunction with a
shower curtain
Open position
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Folded position

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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S H OW ER TR AYS & WET RO OMS

walk-in
style
An extensive range of high quality, specialist shower tray
solutions, catering to all room sizes and requirements
for both shower enclosures and wet rooms.
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Shower trays - Style finder

Shower trays

30mm PLUS+TON Ceramic

25mm Storm grey stone resin

25mm Stone resin

25mm Stone resin linear waste

page 142

page 144

page 146
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A new standard of ceramic material that
is recyclable and produced without any
emissions, Plus+Ton is 100% recyclable.
The ceramic surface is completely
scratch-proof, stain-proof, as well as
almost 100% eco-friendly.

The latest addition to our 25mm range
of trays, our Storm Grey finish is the
perfect choice to complement the
contemporary showering space.

Ultra low profile design, the 100%
natural stone resin shower tray features
a tough gel-coated smooth surface
that is not only stylish but also durable,
repairable and easy to clean.

Our 100% natural stone resin shower
tray comes complete with a stainless
steel flush fitting waste grid, that at only
75mm wide still has an incredible
drainage efficiency of over 30 litres of
water per minute.

01

02

03

04

05

25mm Kai & Anti-slip stone resin 45mm Stone resin

35mm Acrylic

35mm Anti-slip acrylic

page 150

page 152

page 154

page 156

The Kai 25mm tray is the perfect
choice for those who cannot achieve
the wet room look. Also available with
an anti-slip surface that is perfectly
bonded between the gel coat and resin.

With a new rear construction for easy
fit leg system, our 45mm stone resin
tray comes with an innovative antibacterial surface, ensuring that it is as
practical as it is stylish.

Featuring a steel frame structure for
rigidity, the brilliant white finish and
easy-clean surface make our highquality acrylic trays the ideal choice to
complement all shower styles.

Our anti-slip trays comply with
DIN51097 class C - the highest
anti-slip rating. This ensures a better
performance for a cleaner and longerlasting surface.

01

style finder

01

01

01

01

01

aesthetic appeal

HIGH QUALITY TRAYS TO SUIT YOUR STYLE
With five luxury finishes to choose from, our shower trays are designed to suit individual interior
design preferences.

Choose from a comprehensive collection of inspiring
designs and innovative finishes to suit your bathroom
space, personal style and lifestyle requirements.
01 White
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02 Black

03 Anthracite

04 Cocoa

05 Storm grey
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Shower trays - 30mm PLUS+TON ceramic shower trays

a new standard in
ceramic shower trays

Made in Italy

DESIGNED FOR
THE UK
PLUS+TON shower trays bring
a completely new meaning to
showering comfort. This truly
exceptional product stands out from
the rest and re-establishes genuine
user benefits.
Certified 100% made in Italy.

Using only natural raw materials of the highest quality;
then add water and fire…

Modern & Functional Design

ONLY 30MM THICK
PLUS+TON shower trays are extremely easy to
handle thanks to the product’s ingenious structure,
making them lighter than other shower tray materials.

INDUSTRIAL INVENTION PATENT
NO. AN2014A000135
Created from a single fusion at temperatures of 1250°, PLUS+TON
comes to life. A new standard of ceramic material that is recyclable
and produced without any emissions, PLUS+TON is 100%
recyclable. The ceramic surface is completely scratch-proof,
stain-proof, as well as almost 100% eco-friendly. The core fire clay
has been specially formulated to create the densest, strongest yet
smoothest ceramic.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower trays - 30mm PLUS+TON ceramic shower trays

30mm PLUS+TON Ceramic shower trays

SCRATCH-PROOF

Rectangular 30mm PLUS+TON matt white ceramic shower tray
Patent No. AN2014A000135
Self cleaning vortex waste offering a
maintenance-free solution as it doesn’t
require any cleaning.

100% ceramic
fine fire clay

Stain-proof

30mm low
profile

Limescale-proof

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1200 x 30mm
800 x 1400 x 30mm
800 x 1700 x 30mm
900 x 1200 x 30mm
900 x 1400 x 30mm
900 x 1700 x 30mm

PT0R8120WM
PT0R8140WM
PT0R8170WM
PT0R9120WM
PT0R9140WM
PT0R9170WM

£925.00
£1095.00
£1325.00
£1035.00
£1215.00
£1500.00

Scratch-proof

STAIN-PROOF

REVERSIBLE DESIGN

Quadrant 30mm PLUS+TON matt white ceramic shower tray

Bacterial
resistant

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 30mm

PT0Q900WM

£805.00

ECO-FRIENDLY

Reversible

Lifetime
Guarantee

Rectangular 30mm PLUS+TON matt black ceramic shower tray

High flow waste
Plus+Ton waste must be used with Plus+Ton trays.
PTHFWSQ90

(33lpm)

£45.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1200 x 30mm
800 x 1400 x 30mm
800 x 1700 x 30mm
900 x 1200 x 30mm
900 x 1400 x 30mm
900 x 1700 x 30mm

PT0R8120BM
PT0R8140BM
PT0R8170BM
PT0R9120BM
PT0R9140BM
PT0R9170BM

£925.00
£1095.00
£1325.00
£1035.00
£1215.00
£1500.00

BACTERIAL RESISTANT

Special ceramic waste cover
All trays are fitted with a special ceramic
waste cover, featuring a factory fitted
aluminium insert with rubber feet that fits
exactly in to the insert holes. Once fitted the
waste cover is rock solid, further enabling the
innovative features and benefits of the tray.

Scratch-proof

Quadrant 30mm PLUS+TON matt black ceramic shower tray
Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 30mm

PT0Q900BM

£805.00

BRILLIANT ENDURING FINISH
The surface of the PLUS+TON shower tray is 100% scratch-proof and
guaranteed to keep the same brilliancy of finish as the day it was installed.
Each tray is rigorously tested against abrasion and scratching; time and
time again tests prove perfect resistance properties that exceed the
requirements of the current industry standards. Simply clean scratches
with a scouring pad and water.

Rectangular 30mm PLUS+TON anthracite ceramic shower tray*

(shown opposite)

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1200 x 30mm
800 x 1400 x 30mm
800 x 1700 x 30mm
900 x 1200 x 30mm
900 x 1400 x 30mm
900 x 1700 x 30mm

PT0R81200AN
PT0R81400AN
PT0R81700AN
PT0R91200AN
PT0R91400AN
PT0R91700AN

£925.00
£1095.00
£1325.00
£1035.00
£1215.00
£1500.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1200 x 30mm
800 x 1400 x 30mm
800 x 1700 x 30mm
900 x 1200 x 30mm
900 x 1400 x 30mm
900 x 1700 x 30mm

PT0R81200CO
PT0R81400CO
PT0R81700CO
PT0R91200CO
PT0R91400CO
PT0R91700CO

£925.00
£1095.00
£1325.00
£1035.00
£1215.00
£1500.00

Rectangular 30mm PLUS+TON cocoa ceramic shower tray*

*Made to special order, please contact our sales office. Once ordered these products cannot be cancelled or returned.
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Bacteria resistant

Reversible

Limescale &

ERADICATE GERMS

VERSATILE DESIGN

STAIN PROOF

On average there is more bacteria on one
hand than people on earth! On nonprotected areas the number of bacteria can
double every 20 minutes. PLUS+TON
include Bacterclean® as standard, a
revolutionary non-toxic antibacterial
treatment, achieved by the high temperature
glaze process. Bacterclean® complies with
the world’s most stringent quality standard
JIS Z 2801:2000 (ISO 22196:2007),
ensuring the development of pathogenic
agents such as E-Coli, Staphylococcus or
Streptococcus are eliminated by up to 99%.
Providing you with peace of mind that you
have the very best showering base available
in the UK today.

With a thickness of only 30mm, the
PLUS+TON shower tray is extremely easy
to handle. With its fully glazed sides, it’s
completely reversible and can be installed
in any bathroom environment, adjacent to
walls, in the centre of the room or to follow
modern trends flush to the floor, making
the showering area also accessible to
those with disabilities.

Whether you’re dying your hair or painting
your nails in the bathroom, any spills can
be cleared up within 72 hours and will
leave no staining.
INK

72 HRS

HAIR DYE

72 HRS

NAIL POLISH

72 HRS

HYDROCHLORIC ACID

16 HRS

SILVER NITRATE

72 HRS

LODINE DYE

72 HRS

METHYLENE BLUE

72 HRS

POTASSIUM
PERMANGANATE

72 HRS

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower trays - 25mm storm grey stone resin shower trays

25mm Storm grey stone resin shower trays
Rectangular 25mm Storm grey stone resin shower tray
Manufactured by hand in the UK from
the finest natural materials
At only 25mm high, the tray can be
installed as a level access solution
Durable and repairable gloss gel
coat finish
Easy clean 90mm vortex waste,
delivering up to 30 litres a minute

25mm ultra
low profile

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000 x 25mm
800 x 1200 x 25mm
800 x 1400 x 25mm
800 x 1700 x 25mm
900 x 1200 x 25mm
900 x 1400 x 25mm
900 x 1700 x 25mm

SG0R81000
SG0R81200
SG0R81400
SG0R81700
SG0R91200
SG0R91400
SG0R91700

£305.00
£325.00
£465.00
£495.00
£356.00
£465.00
£495.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800 x 25mm
900 x 900 x 25mm

SG000S800
SG000S900

£295.00
£305.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 25mm

SG000Q900

£305.00

Square 25mm Storm grey stone resin shower tray

High flow waste included

100% natural
stone resin with
gloss finish

Size

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quadrant 25mm Storm grey stone resin shower tray
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower trays - 25mm stone resin shower trays

25mm Stone resin shower trays
Rectangular 25mm Stone resin shower tray & waste
The minimalist Slab tray
is manufactured by hand in the UK
from the finest natural materials
The Slab is load bearing and
is installed the same way as any
standard stone resin shower tray
Bespoke 90mm easy clean waste
and stainless steel cover is supplied
as standard for the ultimate minimal
look, delivering upto 30 litres a
minute drainage
For fitting on concrete or wooden
floors (comprehensive fitting
instructions included)
A tough gel coat smooth surface,
durable, repairable and easy clean
At only 25mm high, the tray can be
installed as a level access solution
Optional upgrade to chrome cover
available (STGRID_C £40.00)

25mm ultra
low profile

Product Code

PRICE (£)

700 x 1200 x 25mm
700 x 1700 x 25mm
760 x 1000 x 25mm
760 x 1200 x 25mm
760 x 1400 x 25mm
760 x 1500 x 25mm
760 x 1600 x 25mm
760 x 1700 x 25mm
800 x 1000 x 25mm
800 x 1100 x 25mm
800 x 1200 x 25mm
800 x 1400 x 25mm
800 x 1500 x 25mm
800 x 1600 x 25mm
800 x 1700 x 25mm
900 x 1000 x 25mm
900 x 1100 x 25mm
900 x 1200 x 25mm
900 x 1400 x 25mm
900 x 1500 x 25mm
900 x 1600 x 25mm
900 x 1700 x 25mm

SL0R7001200
SL0R7001700
SL0R71000
SL0R71200
SL0R71400
SL0R71500
SL0R71600
SL0R71700
SL0R81000
SL0R81100
SL0R81200
SL0R81400
SL0R81500
SL0R81600
SL0R81700
SL0R91000
SL0R91100
SL0R91200
SL0R91400
SL0R91500
SL0R91600
SL0R91700

£265.00
£430.00
£260.00
£270.00
£405.00
£415.00
£425.00
£435.00
£250.00
£260.00
£270.00
£405.00
£415.00
£425.00
£435.00
£250.00
£260.00
£280.00
£405.00
£415.00
£425.00
£435.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800 x 25mm
900 x 900 x 25mm

SL000S800
SL000S900

£240.00
£250.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800 x 25mm
900 x 900 x 25mm

SL000Q800
SL000Q900

£240.00
£250.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000 x 25mm (L)
800 x 1000 x 25mm (R)
800 x 1200 x 25mm (L)
800 x 1200 x 25mm (R)
900 x 1200 x 25mm (L)
900 x 1200 x 25mm (R)

SLQ81000L
SLQ81000R
SLQ81200L
SLQ81200R
SLQ91200L
SLQ91200R

£340.00
£340.00
£360.00
£360.00
£400.00
£400.00

STGRID_MB

£40.00

Square 25mm Stone resin shower tray & waste

Waste included

100% natural
stone resin

Size

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quadrant 25mm Stone resin shower tray & waste

Offset quadrant 25mm Stone resin shower tray & waste

Optional matt black waste cover
To be used with 25mm Stone resin trays
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower trays - 25mm stone resin shower trays with linear waste

25mm Stone resin shower trays with linear waste
Rectangular 25mm Stone resin shower tray with linear waste
The minimalist Slab tray is
manufactured by hand in the UK from
the finest natural materials
The Slab is load bearing and
is installed the same way as any
standard stone resin shower tray
For fitting on concrete or wooden
floors (comprehensive fitting
instructions included)
A tough gel coat smooth surface,
durable, repairable and easy clean

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000 x 25mm
800 x 1200 x 25mm
800 x 1400 x 25mm
800 x 1500 x 25mm
800 x 1700 x 25mm
900 x 1200 x 25mm
900 x 1400 x 25mm
900 x 1500 x 25mm
900 x 1700 x 25mm

LN0R81000
LN0R81200
LN0R81400
LN0R81500
LN0R81700
LN0R91200
LN0R91400
LN0R91500
LN0R91700

£285.00
£315.00
£465.00
£470.00
£505.00
£330.00
£470.00
£475.00
£515.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 25mm

LN000S900

£285.00

Square 25mm Stone resin shower tray with linear waste

Stainless steel waste grid that is only
75mm wide, the tray still has an
incredible drainage efficiency of
over 30 litres of water per minute
At only 25mm high, the tray can be
installed as a level access solution
Tray comes complete with a stainless
steel flush fitting waste cover finished
in white
Optional upgrade to chrome cover
available (LNGRID_C)
The waste design creates a self cleaning
vortex for high water clearing
performance

TRAY HEIGHTS VARY (24-27mm)
THE WASTE POSITION OFFSET MAXIMIZING STANDING AREA IN THE SHOWER

Waste cover upgrades
100% natural
stone resin

25mm ultra
low profile

Lifetime
Guarantee

Chrome LNGRID_C £40.00
Matt black LNGRID_MB £40.00

The waste outlet can only be fitted with
the waste outlet facing the left edge of
the shower tray.
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Shower trays - 25mm kai and anti slip stone resin shower trays

25mm Kai and Anti-slip stone resin shower trays
Rectangular 25mm Kai stone resin shower tray
Manufactured by hand in the UK from
the finest natural materials
Unique leg set for easy installation
Durable and repairable gel coat finish
Easy clean 90mm vortex waste
delivering up to 30 litres a minute
High flow waste
Waste must be used with Kai and
Anti-slip 25mm trays ATHFWSQ90
Anti-slip trays conform to BS7976-2
Market leading anti-slip rating

Anti-slip

Lifetime Anti-slip guarantee

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000 x 25mm
800 x 1200 x 25mm
800 x 1400 x 25mm
800 x 1700 x 25mm
900 x 1200 x 25mm
900 x 1400 x 25mm
900 x 1700 x 25mm

KLR8X1000
KLR8X1200
KLR8X1400
KLR8X1700
KLR9X1200
KLR9X1400
KLR9X1700

£190.00
£200.00
£310.00
£360.00
£210.00
£320.00
£365.00

700 x 1700 x 25mm
800 x 1000 x 25mm
800 x 1200 x 25mm
800 x 1400 x 25mm
800 x 1700 x 25mm
900 x 1200 x 25mm
900 x 1400 x 25mm
900 x 1700 x 25mm

ATR7X1700
ATR8X1000
ATR8X1200
ATR8X1400
ATR8X1700
ATR9X1200
ATR9X1400
ATR9X1700

£425.00
£250.00
£270.00
£365.00
£445.00
£275.00
£385.00
£465.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800 x 25mm
900 x 900 x 25mm

KLS800
KLS900

£150.00
£160.00

800 x 800 x 25mm
900 x 900 x 25mm

ATS800
ATS900

£195.00
£205.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 25mm

KLQ900

£175.00

900 x 900 x 25mm

ATQ900

£220.00

Easy clean surface

Square 25mm Kai stone resin shower tray

100% natural
stone resin

25mm ultra
low profile

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quadrant 25mm Kai stone resin shower tray

Required waste
Must be used with 25mm Kai and Anti-slip stone resin shower trays

ATHFWSQ90

£45.00

Optional chrome waste
Must be used with 25mm Kai and Anti-slip stone resin shower trays - chrome finish

D25CHROMESQCOVER £22.80

Optional 25mm Kai and Anti-slip tray leg sets
Square leg set to suit 760-900
Rectangular leg set to suit 1000-1200
Rectangular leg set to suit 1400-1700
Quandrant leg set to suit 800-1200
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LEGSS76900
LEGSR10120
LEGSR14170
LEGSQ81200

£60.00
£70.00
£80.00
£80.00

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower trays - 45mm stone resin shower trays

45mm Stone resin shower trays
Rectangular 45mm Stone resin shower tray
White surface has anti-bacterial
properties

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000mm

SR0R81000

£209.00

800 x 1100mm

SR0R81100

£209.00

700 x 1200mm

SR0R7001200

£229.00

760 x 1200mm

SR0R71200

£219.00

New rear construction for easy fit
leg system

800 x 1200mm

SR0R81200

£229.00

900 x 1200mm

SR0R91200

£259.00

800 x 1400mm

SR0R81400

£309.00

Direct to floor or raised installation
application on each tray

900 x 1400mm

SR0R91400

£339.00

800 x 1500mm

SR0R81500

£339.00

900 x 1500mm

SR0R91500

£339.00

700 x 1600mm

SR0R7001600

£379.00

800 x 1600mm

SR0R81600

£369.00

900 x 1600mm

SR0R91600

£369.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

760 x 760mm

SR000S760

£119.00

800 x 800mm

SR000S800

£149.00

900 x 900mm

SR000S900

£169.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 Quad

SR000Q800

£169.00

900 Quad

SR000Q900

£179.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000mm Quad (R)

SRQ81000RH

£229.00

800 x 1000mm Quad (L)

SRQ81000LH

£229.00

800 x 1200mm Quad (R)

SRQ81200RH

£249.00

800 x 1200mm Quad (L)

SRQ81200LH

£249.00

900 x 1200mm Quad (R)

SRQ91200RH

£299.00

900 x 1200mm Quad (L)

SRQ91200LH

£299.00

Waste on quads is offset so that
unobstructive when entering and
exiting the showering area

EN14527:2006 Class 1 compliant
EN15720:2009 compliant
90mm waste outlet

Square 45mm Stone resin shower tray

Leg set and panels available,
see page 158

Stone resin
acrylic capped

45mm profile

Bacterial
resistant

Lifetime
Guarantee

Quadrant 45mm Stone resin shower tray

Tray profile
50

550 x Radius

45
45

14.3 14.3

30.7 30.7

45+5 45+5

50

Offset quadrant 45mm Stone resin shower tray

High flow waste
Crosswater shower trays must only be used
in conjunction with the Crosswater High
Flow Waste.
Silver STHFW6190 £25.00
Above: Right hand tray
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Square 35mm Acrylic shower trays
Available in three finishes: White,
White Anti-slip, Grey slate

Corner waste

Acrylic capped shower tray
Steel frame structure for rigidity

Quadrant 35mm Acrylic shower trays

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

760 x 760mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

ST000S760
ST000S800
ST000S900
ST00S1000

£90.00
£100.00
£170.00
£260.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 900mm
700 x 1000mm
800 x 1000mm
900 x 1000mm
800 x 1100mm
900 x 1100mm

ST00R8900
ST0R70X100
ST0R81000
ST0R91000
ST0R81100
ST0R91100

£180.00
£180.00
£180.00
£180.00
£200.00
£200.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

760 x 1200mm
800 x 1200mm
900 x 1200mm
1000 x 1200mm
800 x 1400mm
700 x 1500mm
700 x 1600mm
800 x 1600mm
900 x 1700mm
800 x 1800mm
900 x 1800mm
1000 x 1800mm

ST0R71200
ST0R81200
ST0R91200
ST0R10120
ST0R81400
ST0R70X150
ST0R71600
ST0R81600
ST0R91700
ST0R81800
ST0R91800
ST0R101800

£200.00
£200.00
£230.00
£330.00
£325.00
£340.00
£400.00
£450.00
£450.00
£490.00
£480.00
£600.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 2000mm

ST0R92000

£760.00

Corner waste

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

ST000Q800
ST000Q900
ST00Q1000

£135.00
£175.00
£210.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000mm (R)
800 x 1000mm (L)
800 x 1200mm (R)
800 x 1200mm (L)
900 x 1200mm* (R)
900 x 1200mm* (L)

STQ81000R
STQ81000L
STQ81200R
STQ81200L
STQ91200R
STQ91200L

£250.00
£250.00
£280.00
£280.00
£310.00
£310.00

Easy clean surface

Rectangular 35mm Acrylic shower trays
Acrylic

35mm low
profile

Corner waste

Bacterial
resistant

5 Year
Guarantee
Centre waste

Tray profile

High flow waste
Double waste

Crosswater shower trays must only be used
in conjunction with the Crosswater High
Flow Waste.

Offset quadrant 35mm Acrylic shower trays
Corner waste

The image above shows the waste
position for the right hand tray,
for further information on waste
positions, contact Crosswater

*Front centre waste position

Pentangle 35mm Acrylic shower trays
Corner waste

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

ST000P900
ST0P1000

£170.00
£340.00

The image above shows the waste
position for the right hand tray,
for further information on waste
positions, contact Crosswater

Drying area 35mm Acrylic shower trays with drying area
Walk-in 35mm Acrylic shower trays
Front centre waste
Silver

Nickel Plated

STHFW6190

ARC58

£25.00

£55.00

End centre waste

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 1400mm
800 x 1700mm

STWK91400
STWK81700

£340.00
£450.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 1400mm
800 x 1600mm
800 x 1700mm

ST90X140_DA
ST80X160_DA
ST80X170_DA

£440.00
£460.00
£480.00

35mm White trays are available in Standard (shown opposite) or Anti-slip (shown page 158)
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Shower trays - 35mm acrylic shower trays

35mm Acrylic shower trays

Shower trays - 35mm anti-slip acrylic shower trays / 35mm grey slate acrylic shower trays

35mm Anti-slip acrylic shower trays
Anti-slip

THE FINEST AVAILABLE
Our anti-slip trays comply with DIN51097 class
C - the highest anti-slip rating. We are the only
manufacturer to thermo bond the Swiss Grip
Antislip onto the tray with a curing process to
ensure better performance for a cleaner and
longer lasting surface. DIN51097 class C
anti-slip ramp test.

CLASS A

12°
12°

CLASS A
CLASS A

18°
18°

CLASS B
CLASS B

24°

CLASS C

24°
24°

CLASS C
CLASS C

CLASS B

Our anti-slip trays also conform to BS7976-2
within Sliptech's category for "Low potential for
slip" which is the best possible rating.

Square 35mm Anti-slip acrylic shower trays
Corner waste

Walk-in 35mm Anti-slip acrylic shower trays

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm

GP000S800
GP000S900

£165.00
£255.00

Rectangular 35mm Anti-slip acrylic shower trays
Corner waste

Centre waste
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Front centre waste

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1900 x 400mm
800 x 1700mm

GPWK91400
GPWK81700

£470.00
£620.00

Quadrant 35mm Anti-slip acrylic shower trays

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1000mm
900 x 1000mm

GP0R81000
GP0R91000

£275.00
£275.00

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

800 x 1200mm
900 x 1200mm
1000 x 1200mm
800 x 1400mm
800 x 1500mm
900 x 1500mm
700 x 1600mm
800 x 1600mm
700 x 1700mm
760 x 1700mm
900 x 1700mm
800 x 1800mm
900 x 1800mm

GP0R81200
GP0R91200
GP0R10120
GP0R81400
GP0R81500
GP0R91500
GP0R71600
GP0R81600
GP0R71700
GP0R76170
GP0R91700
GP0R81800
GP0R91800

£285.00
£330.00
£385.00
£470.00
£520.00
£520.00
£540.00
£590.00
£620.00
£620.00
£620.00
£660.00
£660.00

Corner waste

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900mm

GP000Q900

£250.00
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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45mm shower tray - leg/panel riser kit

Shower trays - Frames & panels

Shower tray frames and panels
35mm shower tray tray panel packs

Description

Size

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Rectangular Panel riser kit (inc feet)

900 x 1685mm

SRRP91680

£85.00

Quadrant panel riser kit (inc feet)

900 x 900mm

SRRPQ900

£95.00

Quadrant panel riser kit (inc feet)

900 x 1200mm

SRRPQ91200

£95.00

Shower Tray added

Description

Product Code

PACK A
PACK B
PACK C
PACK D
PACK E

ZP1 + ZL1
ZP2 + ZL2
ZP3 + ZL4
ZP4 + ZL4
ZP5 + ZL3

PRICE (£)
£127.00
£154.00
£117.00
£94.00
£117.00

Description

Product Code

PACK F
PACK G
PACK H

ZP4 + ZL5
ZP1 + ZL4
ZP1 + ZL2

PRICE (£)
£104.00
£127.00
£154.00

Tray Frame

STANDARD

ANTI-SLIP

STANDARD

ANTI-SLIP

Guide to 35mm tray panel packs

760 x 760mm

G

-

900 x 1400mm

B

B

800 x 800mm

G

G

800 x 1700mm

B

B

900 x 900mm

G

G

1000 x 1000mm

H

-

SQUARE

Tray showing leg set installed

raised
frames

For ease of installation, our tray frame,
panel and leg sets allow for shower
plumbing to be stored above floor level.

WALK IN

RECTANGULAR

Panels and tray configuration

Shower Tray added

DRYING AREA
900 x 1400mm

B

-

800 x 1600mm

B

-

800 x 1700mm

B

-

800 x 900mm

G

-

700 x 1000mm

A

-

800 x 1000mm

A

A

PENTAGON

900 x 1000mm

A

A

900 x 900mm

C

-

800 x 1100mm

B

-

1000 x 1000mm

C

-

900 x 1100mm

B

-

760 x 1200mm

B

-

800 x 1200mm

B

B

QUADRANT

900 x 1200mm

B

B

800 x 800mm

D

-

1000 x 1200mm

B

B

900 x 900mm

D

D

800 x 1400mm

B

B

1000 x 1000mm

F

-

700 x 1500mm

B

-

800 x 1500mm

-

B

900 x 1500mm

-

B

800 x 1000mm (L)

E

-

700 x 1600mm

B

B

800 x 1000mm (R)

E

-

800 x 1600mm

B

B

800 x 1200 mm (L)

E

-

700 x 1700mm

-

B

800 x 1200 mm (R)

E

-

760 x 1700mm

-

B

900 x 1200 mm (L)

E

-

900 x 1700mm

B

B

900 x 1200 mm (R)

E

-

OFFSET QUADRANT

Please note. 35mm tray panel packs are not available for the following sizes:
800 x 1800mm
900 x 1800mm
1000 x 1800mm
900 x 2000mm
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Wet rooms

Wet rooms

Wet rooms
All of our wet room products are manufactured from the
highest-quality structural hard foam, which is water resistant,
superior in thermal qualities and has a special mortar coating
with glass fibre reinforcement.

Level access trays
Linea level access tray
Panels
Installation components
Level access installation

160

162
164
166
166
168

161

30mm low profile shower trays allow
the easy installation of level access wet
rooms in any domestic application

Wet room

Improved thermal insulation

High compression strength of 10 tonnes per
m² making it incredibly strong when tiled

Eco-friendly product

Wet rooms - Level access & 40mm shower trays

Level access trays
SHOWER TRAYS
4
3

High insulation qualities

2

Perfect gradients

1

Ideal for concrete or timber floors

20/30mm Shower base 20mm support panel

30mm

Compatible with undertile heating
A 0mm
B 30mm
C 50mm
D 100mm

A 0mm

Easy to fit modular construction

1. Polystyrene hard foam

Choice of base shapes, styles and sizes

2. Contact mortar layer

Choice of waste styles and cover designs

3. Glass fibre fabric

Shower trays can be reduced by 100mm

4. Coating mortar layer

B 30mm Shower tray / floor panel 20/30mm
C 50mm

Support panel 20mm

D 100mm Waste space

40mm step up requires recess work in floor
40mm

Level access shower tray 30mm centre drain
A 40mm
B 0mm

C 65mm
A 40mm Shower base 30/40mm
B 0mm
C 65mm

Depth x Width x Height

Product Code

PRICE (£)

1200 x 900 x 30mm

WRST12X9LCE

£579.00

1600 x 900 x 30mm

WRST16X9LCE

£629.00

Waste space

For installation components, see page 166.

Shown right: 1200mm Glass Panel. Wet room
Level Access Shower Tray 1200 x 900mm. Wet
room Standard Horizontal Waste. Contour
Shower Head. Elite Furniture. To see our full
range visit www.crosswater.co.uk
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Increases the insulation value within the
bathroom, reducing heat requirement
and condensation

Wet room

15mm gradient

High compression strength of 10 tonnes per
m² making it incredibly strong when tiled

Wet rooms - Linea level access shower trays

Linea level access shower trays
SHOWER TRAYS
4
3

High insulation qualities

2

Perfect gradients

1

Ideal for concrete or timber floors
Compatible with undertile heating
Easy to fit modular construction

1. Polystyrene hard foam

Choice of base shapes, styles and sizes

2. Contact mortar layer

Choice of waste styles and cover designs

3. Glass fibre fabric

Shower trays can be reduced by 100mm

4. Coating mortar layer

Linea shower trays 30mm end drain
Depth x Width x Height

Product Code

PRICE (£)

900 x 900 x 30mm

WRLT0900E

£459.00

1200 x 900 x 30mm

WRLT12X9E

£559.00

1600 x 900 x 30mm

WRLT16X9E

£579.00

Universal Shower Tray Installation Kit

WRSTINSTALL

£129.00

Horizontal Trap & Waste for Linea Drain WRHLIWASTE
Suitable for Linea tray only

£59.00

Linea Drain Stainless Steel Cover Plate

£59.00

Required installation components
1 x Pro-Seal Premix 0.5l
1 x 5kg Fixing Adhesive
1 x 5m Waterproof Sealing Tape
2 x Waterproof Internal Corners
1 x 250ml Wood Floor Primer

WRSSPLATE

Optional components
Wall / floor panels
We advise using panels in all wet areas to ensure both your walls and
floor remain fully water resistant, see page 168 for details.

Shown right: 900 x 900mm Linea shower tray
with end drain and Stainless Steel Cover Plate.
To see our full range visit www.crosswater.co.uk
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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2440mm panel
Panels
High compression strength of 10
tonnes per m² making it incredibly
strong when tiled

Shower tray installation kit
Depth x Width x Height

Product Code

600 x 2440 x 10mm

WRBD010

PRICE (£)

Waterproof tapes
1 x Pro-Seal Premix 0.5l
1 x 5kg Fixing Adhesive
1 x 5m Waterproof Sealing Tape
2 x Waterproof Internal Corners
1 x 250ml Wood Floor Primer

£79.00

Wet rooms - Panels and installation components

Panels and installation components
120mm x 10m roll waterproof sealing tape
WRTAPE10 £59.00

WRSTINSTALL £129.00

Insulating product reducing
condensation

Waterproof internal corner
4
3
2
1

Tile weight - One of the great features of Crosswater Wet rooms is its strong adherence to tiles using approved cement based
adhesives. This makes Crosswater Wet rooms an ideal product to use with heavy tiles such as natural stone. Dependant on the
size of the tiles, Crosswater Wet rooms is suitable for tiles up to 50kg per m². Please ensure the appropriate adhesives and
tapes are used in the installation of all Crosswater Wet room products. Failure to do so will invalidate the product guarantee.
See page 169 for fixings and adhesives.

WRINTCOR £15.00

Standard horizontal trap & waste
Standard horizontal trap inc. stainless steel grate
Universal height adjustment.
WRHSQWASTE £59.00

1. Polystyrene hard foam

Linea tray horizontal trap & waste

2. Contact mortar layer

Adhesives

3. Glass fibre fabric

Suitable for Linea tray only.

5kg Fix-KST fixing adhesive

4. Coating mortar layer

WRHLIWASTE £59.00

WRADH05KG £29.00
20kg Fix-KST fixing adhesive
WRADH20KG £79.00

Linea Drain Stainless Steel Cover Plate
WRSSPLATE £59.00

FIX-MD Mounting and sealing adhesive
310g per cartridge
WRFLEXADH £39.00

1.2L Pro-Seal PremixTape sealing
compound for 10-12m tape

Fixings
50 x Galvanised fixing washer 35mm

WRTSC1012 £59.00

WR035FIXW £19.50

Bath panels
Panels are preformed with
adjustable legs
Easy to cut down to size

Bath panels
Depth x Width x Height

Product Code

PRICE (£)

Wood floor primer, 1L
WRPRIMER1L £39.00

WR045FIXS £19.50

Bath panel for bath tub up to 1795mm
1795 x 600 x 30mm

50 x Fitting set with screw (45mm)
& washer (35mm)

WR1785BP

£89.00

Faster to install than timber panelling
Please ensure the appropriate adhesives and tapes are used in the installation of all Crosswater Wet room products. Failure to do
so will invalidate the product guarantee. See page 167 for fixings and adhesives.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Wood floors

Wet rooms - Level access installation

Level access installation
Concrete floors

Fixing a level access wet room onto a traditionally constructed board and joist floor is straightforward but it’s recommended the work is carried out by a qualified
professional. A feasibility site survey should also be carried out in advance to ascertain the length, direction of the waste and joists etc.

1. Remove floorboards to the nearest joist where the shower tray will be located.

2. Install the waste ensuring adequate run off.

1. You will need to cut out the concrete floor to recess the waste and tray
where appropriate.

2. Fit the horizontal waste into position within the concrete floor.

3. Fix timber supports in between joists - these should be fixed low enough to
bring your timber panels to the top of the joist.

4. Fix timber panels to support ensuring a level deck at joist height.

3. Fit the shower tray into position using fixing adhesive.

4. Fit waterproof corners.

5. Fit shower tray and floor panels to entire floor area using board fixing
adhesive and screws.

6. Seal all joints and fixings with waterproof joint sealing tape and corners.
Your level access wet room is now ready to tile.

5. Fit floor panels to entire floor area sealing joints with waterproof joint tape.

6. Your level access wet room is now ready to tile.
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SHOWERI NG

the art
of water
From valves and shower heads, to multifunction kits, our
complete range of in-shower brassware offers everything you
need to create a luxurious showering experience.

170

171

Showering

Showering

all you need for the
perfect shower

1

SHOWER HEADS

page

170

3

2

SHOWER KITS

page

202

From luxury rainfall and waterfall, to spa-inspired illuminated styles, a shower head
is the defining feature of any showering experience. Once you have considered
which water flow you require, you can decide on the style and fitting options.

For a practical alternative to a fixed head, opt for a high-performance shower
kit. This simple and effective option is ideal for installing in any shower or bath
setting. Cleverly designed, they also include a versatile riser rail.

Luxury shower heads
Recessed shower heads
Illuminated shower heads
Waterfall shower heads
Fixed shower heads
Shower arms

Single spray shower kits
Multi spray shower kits
Premium Shower kits
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SHOWER EXTRAS

4
page

218

SHOWER VALVES

page

224

Once you’ve decided on your shower head, it’s time to think about any additional
outlets you might require. From spa-style body jets, to handsets and hoses, our
extensive range of brassware accessories will transform everyday showering into a
luxurious experience.

Working hard behind the scenes, getting the correct valve is essential for
controlling your chosen water outlets. Whatever your preference, all our
designs use the latest thermostatic technology to meet exacting British
plumbing standards.

Shower handsets
Shower hoses
Wall outlets
Body jets

Digital valves
Dial push-button valves
Recessed valves
Multifunction valves
Exposed thermostatic valves

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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RECESSED HEADS FOR
THE MODERN SHOWER
ROOM

selecting your
shower head
If you’ve a penchant for contemporary aesthetics or lean more
towards traditional styles, there’s an array of sophisticated designs,
sizes and functions to inspire you. All are intuitively manufactured
to ensure a superior showering experience with each and every use.

Ideal for low ceilings or those who seek a minimal look,
recessed shower heads fit flush to an overhead surface.
Choose from a range of round and square designs.
Recessed shower heads page 182-183.

a wide range of styles

MODERN & TRADITIONAL
SHOWER HEAD DESIGNS
We understand showering needs vary, so within our
collection you will find shower head sizes ranging from
150mm to 600mm in diameter. From a deluge of
water that cascades from overhead designs, and
spa-inspired options, to practical single mode heads,
we can help create your dream shower.

size matters

Whether you are opting for a ceiling or wall-mounted
shower head, you’ll need to consider those additional
extras. Our range of shower arms will help to affix your
chosen style, ensuring it is securely mounted and
ready for use.

COMPACT OR LARGE
A smaller head diameter enables a more concentrated spray pattern,
whereas a wider, larger head provides a more dispersed flow of water.
Whichever option you choose, or for a combination of the two, there is a
shower head to suit your needs. Featuring designs that encompass
intelligent water distribution, you can tailor your showering solutions to
exact performance capabilities and preferences. Whether you favour a
powerful and invigorating shower, or an indulgent and relaxing
experience, sizes span from 150mm to 600mm in diameter to ensure
there is a dimension to individually suit you.

Fixed shower heads page 188-199.
Shower arms page 200.

multiple water flow

THE BEST IN LUXURY SHOWERING
led fixed heads

SHOWERING WITH A DIFFERENCE
Our innovative range of illuminated shower heads will transform daily washing
routines into the ultimate spa experience. Featuring integrated LED lights, users
can choose from multiple colours or a stunning rotational spectrum to create
an in-shower light show that is guaranteed to sooth and relax.

Create the ultimate shower experience with multiple water flows, available
across a selection of our fixed heads. For statement style, choose from
innovative wall-mounted styles that feature a combination of water flows
including cascading, gentle rainfall, and invigorating spray jets. These can be
operating invidiually or at the same time for a luxurious effect.
Luxury shower heads page 176-181.

Low-consumption LED bulbs ensure an efficient use of energy when powering
our illuminated heads. The entire colour spectrum of our FHX, Rio and Mini
Revive designs can be controlled by a handy waterproof remote, as well as any
optional water flow functions. Up to 10-year guarantee.
Illuminated shower heads page 184-187.
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Showering - Shower heads

sleek & streamlined

Showering - Luxury shower heads

Svelte

Luxury
shower heads
Step into luxury with our superior collection of statement shower heads.
Choose from a wide range of styles, finishes and outlet options.

Combining sophisticated style and innovative function, the Svelte shower head
embraces luxury bathroom elegance. Featuring multiple water flow channels, including
rain, waterfall and refreshing spinning jets, the statement design offers a sensational
showering experience.

Svelte Multifunction
FH2100C £1749.00
w 270 x d 593mm
Must be used in conjunction with a 3 outlet valve, see page 282.

HP3

176
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20.5mm 3 mode - rain,
head
waterfall &
thickness spinning jets

Brass

Chrome

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Luxury shower heads

Zion

Revive

The ultimate showering statement, Zion is the latest design in our range of
contemporary shower heads. Offering a luxurious and drenching water flow,
the slim-line silhouette allows for installation in the narrowest of enclosures.

An innovative choice with multiple water flow channels, Revive is perfect for those
in pursuit of a flexible showering experience. Sleek and streamlined with delicately
rounded edges, Revive lets you switch between its waterfall and rainfall shower
functions, which can also be operated simultaneously.

Zion
FH1000C £189.00

Revive overhead shower with waterfall feature
FH2000C £629.00

w 60 x d 435mm

w 270 x d 598mm

Must be used in conjunction with a single outlet valve, see page 278.

Must be used in conjunction with a 2 outlet valve, see pages 278-280.

HP1

178

15mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

HP2

36mm head
thickness

Three
mode

High density
ABS

Chrome

Front water flow

Rear water flow

10 Year
Guarantee

Full water flow
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Luxury shower heads

Glide

Elite

With its ultra thin design and minimalist silhouette, Glide lends a touch of
understated style to contemporary shower room schemes. For the ultimate
feel-good factor, the dramatic and revitalising rain water flow turns daily
shower routines into a luxurious experience.

Super slim and modern in style, transform your shower with Elite; a superior design
offering a choice of three multifunctional spray settings that allow you to create a unique
experience with every use. Each water flow channel has its own water supply, which
means Elite can also conserve water when switched to a reduced flow setting.

Glide Rectangle 500mm
FH552SR+ £689.00

Full water flow

Elite overhead shower with waterfall feature
FH2000UC £629.00

Central water flow

w 250 x d 500 x h 24mm

w 235 x d 593 x h 16.5mm

Must be used in conjunction with a single outlet valve, see page 278.

Must be used in conjunction with a 2 outlet valve, see pages 278-280.

HP2

180

2.5mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year Wipe clean Concealed
Guarantee
nozzles
feed pipe

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

HP2

16.5mm
head
thickness

Three
mode

High density
ABS

Front water flow

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Full water flow
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower heads

Square Recessed 380mm
FH380C £949.00
w 380 x d 380mm
A 1000 recessed shower valve is ideal for the recessed head. If you require a separate handset, choose a 1500 valve, see page 278.

HP2

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
Steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year Wipe clean
nozzles
Guarantee

380

Round Recessed 280mm
FH280C £729.00
Ø280mm
A 1000 recessed shower valve is ideal for the recessed head. If you require a separate handset, choose a 1500 valve, see page 278.

HP2

Recessed
shower heads
The ideal choice for enclosures with a lower head height,
our recessed shower heads fit flush to the ceiling for a sleek
and unobtrusive look.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 294 -295 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Single
mode

Stainless
Steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

280

Square Multifunction Recessed 500mm
FH500C £1849.00
w 500 x d 500mm
Must be used in conjunction with 3000/3001 valve, see page 282.

HP2

182

2mm head
thickness

15.5mm
head
thickness

Three
mode

Stainless
Steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

500

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Illuminated shower heads

Rio

Illuminated
shower heads
Our innovative range of illuminated shower heads will transform daily cleansing
routines into the ultimate spa experience. LED bulbs and multiple colour spectrums
create an in-shower light show that is guaranteed to sooth and relax.

Illuminate your shower with a choice of white or blue light to achieve a spectacular
visual effect. The low-consumption LED lamps create a column of water and light
with a diameter of 240mm that operates perfectly with 3-bar pressure.
Rio White circular
FHX720C £1999.00
Ø240mm
A 1000 recessed shower valve is ideal for the Rio head. If you require a
separate handset, choose a 1500 valve, see page 278.
Requires mains power - products with lights requiring mains power must be
installed by an electrical engineer in compliance with IEE wiring regulations.
Supplied with ceiling arm

HP3

184
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18mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Illuminated shower heads

Mist water flow

Mono colour mode options

Panoramic colour mode
Rain water flow

Dynamo

Mini Revive

Elegantly illuminated, the Dynamo shower head sets the precedent for luxury showering
with its ambient light beams. Extraordinarily, Dynamo’s LED bulbs are powered by the
water’s flow, and therefore do not require electricity to function.

Illuminate your shower with a choice of coloured lights to achieve a spectacular
visual effect. Mini Revive also has two spray functions available: rain or mist. The
low-consumption LED lamps create a truly magnificent column of water and light.
Mini Revive
FHX310C £1375.00

Dynamo
DYNAMOSHOWER £1379.00

w 300 x d 200mm

Ø300mm
A 1000 recessed shower valve is ideal for the Dynamo head.
If you require a separate handset, choose a 1500 valve, see page 278.
White LEDs

A 2000 recessed shower valve is ideal for the Mini Revive head to allow for both central
and front water flows to function concurrently and apart. Use a 3000 valve if you require a
separate handset, see page 282.
Requires mains power - products with lights requiring mains power must be installed by an
electrical engineer in compliance with IEE wiring regulations.

No mains electrical power required
Supplied with ceiling arm (must only be used with one provided)

HP3

186

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

HP3

5mm head
thickness

Two
mode

Brass

Chrome

remote control
The waterproof remote control
features a chromotherapy system with
a stunning choice of colours. If you’d
like to position the remote control
on the wall, a supportive bracket is
supplied to safely house the control.
Batteries are supplied as standard.

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Fixed shower heads

Belgravia 150mm
FH06C Chrome £125.00
Ø150mm

HP1

Single mode

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Brass

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

150

Belgravia 200mm
FH08C £169.00
Ø200mm

HP1

Single mode

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Brass

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Fixed
shower heads
If you have a penchant for contemporary design, or if you lean
towards a more traditional aesthetic, we have an array
of sophisticated styles, sizes and ideas to inspire you.

200

Belgravia 200mm
FH08N £209.00
Ø200mm

HP1

Single mode

Nickel

10 Year
Guarantee

Brass

200

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.
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Showering - Fixed shower heads

Fixed shower heads

Belgravia 200mm EASY CLEAN
FH08C_EC+ £199.00
Ø200mm

HP1

Single mode

Chrome

Brass

10 Year Wipe clean
Guarantee
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

200

perfect partners

Belgravia 300mm
FH12C Chrome £279.00
FH12N Nickel £339.00
Ø300mm

HP1

Single mode

Chrome
or Nickel

10 Year
Guarantee

Design and function should work hand in hand. That is why
you will always find a coordinating shower head to match your
chosen valve, as seen in our classic Belgravia collection.

Brass

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

300

Belgravia 450mm
FH18C Chrome £1029.00
Ø450mm

HP2

Single mode

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Brass

Shower arm sold separately. Can only be used
with ceiling arm FH685C see page 200.
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BELGRAVIA SHOWER VALVES PAGE 272.

MPRO 200mm
PRO200C Chrome £179.00
PRO200V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect £215.00
PRO200F Brushed Brass £215.00
PRO200M Matt Black £215.00

Showering - Fixed shower heads

Fixed shower heads

Contour 400mm
FH617C+ £429.00
Ø400mm

Ø200mm

MP

5.8mm head
thickness

Brass

Single
mode

HP1

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Wipe clean
nozzles

Four finishes 10 Year
available Guarantee

200

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

400

MPRO 300mm
PRO300C Chrome £199.00
PRO300V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect £299.00
PRO300M Brushed Brass £299.00
PRO300M Matt Black £299.00
Ø300mm

MP

5.8mm head
thickness

Brass

Single
mode

Wipe clean
nozzles

Four finishes 10 Year
available Guarantee

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

300

Dial 225mm
FH225C+ £125.00
Ø225mm

MP

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Central 200mm
FH200SR+ £139.00

Central 200mm
FH200C+ £129.00

Ø200mm

Ø200mm

HP1

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

200

HP1

12mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Central 250mm
FH250C+ £169.00

Ø300mm

Ø250mm

HP1

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

300

HP1

12mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Central 300mm
FH300C+ £199.00

Ø400mm

Ø300mm

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.
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400

HP1

12mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

200

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Central 400mm
FH400SR+ £379.00

HP2

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Central 300mm
FH300SR+ £259.00

Showering - Fixed shower heads

Fixed shower heads

250

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

300

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Glide 200mm
FH220SR+ £195.00

Glide Rectangle 300mm
FH320SR+ £215.00

w 200 x d 200mm

w 300 x d 200mm

HP1

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

200

HP1

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Glide Rectangle 400mm
FH425SR+ £289.00

w 300 x d 300mm

w 450 x d 300mm

HP1

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

300

HP2

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Essence
FH321C £210.00

w 400 x d 400mm

w 320 x d 210mm

2mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Stainless
steel

Polished
stainless
steel

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.
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400

300

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Glide 400mm
FH440SR+ £449.00

HP2

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Glide 300mm
FH330SR+ £329.00

Showering - Fixed shower heads

Fixed shower heads

HP1

20mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Wipe clean
nozzles

High
Density ABS

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Integrated
air-fusion
system

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

450

320

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Zion 200mm
FH220C £199.00

Reflex shower head single mode with arm
FH631C+ £109.00

w 200 x d 200mm

Ø66mm

HP1

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

LP

Chrome

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

Single mode Grey face Wipe clean
nozzles

10 Year
Guarantee

200

Zion 300mm
FH330C £310.00

Reflex shower head six mode with arm
FH632C+ £169.00

w 300 x d 300mm

Ø66mm

HP1

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

LP

Six mode

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Grey face Wipe clean
nozzles

300

Zion 340mm
FH322C £239.00

Reflex shower head six mode with arm
FH633C+ £169.00

w 340 x d 220mm

Ø66mm

HP1

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.

HP1

Six mode

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Grey face Wipe clean
nozzles

340

Zion 400mm
FH440C £449.00

Luxury shower head three mode with arm
FH611C £169.00

w 400 x d 400mm

Ø100mm

HP2

8mm head
thickness

Single
mode

Brass

Chrome

10 Year
Guarantee

Wipe clean
nozzles

HP1

Chrome

Shower arm sold separately, see page 200.
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Showering - Fixed shower heads

Fixed shower heads

Three mode Black face Wipe clean
nozzles

10 Year
Guarantee

400

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Shower arms

Shower arms
Whether you are looking to fit your shower head to the ceiling or a
wall, we have got a selection of arm designs to accommodate your
installtion needs. Choose from straight or curved styles, or even
an adjustable option for individual height settings.

CAN EXTEND
TO 200mm

Shower arm 310mm
FH684C Chrome £79.00
PRO684N Nickel £109.00
PRO684V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect £95.00
PRO684F Brushed Brass £95.00
PRO684M Matt Black £95.00

Shower arm 380mm
FH689C £105.00

Ceiling mount

Brass plated chrome with wall cover
Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Rex extendable ceiling shower arm 200mm
FH685C Chrome £105.00

Shower arm 330mm
FH688C £105.00

Straight shower arm 310mm
FH686C £80.00

Three extendable length options:

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

80, 120 & 200mm

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Traditional shower arm 310mm
BL684C £89.00

Celeste Shower Arm 310mm
CT684C £75.00

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

MPRO ceiling shower arm 198mm
PRO689C Chrome £75.00
PRO689V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect £89.00
PRO689F Brushed Brass £89.00
PRO689M Matt Black £89.00
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Wall mount

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Shower kits

luxurious design

PREMIUM
SHOWER KITS

Shower kits

An exceptional range of premium shower
kits with the option to mix and match
components to create your preferred
combination of style, pattern and flow. From
luxury fixed shower heads, to handheld
options on rigid risers and wall-mounted
handsets, we have a vast selection of designs
to suit all needs.

Our high-performance shower kits are a simple and effective
option for installing a premium shower head in any shower or bath.
Cleverly designed, they also include a versatile riser rail.

Premium shower kits pages 206-217.

ideal for

FAMILY BATHROOMS
Ideal for families where there are variances in
height, the riser kits adjust the shower head to
individual heights and angles. The riser is friction
free so it can effortlessly glide vertically for
anyone that regularly uses the shower. A stunning
bathroom feature, the polished chrome finish is
also simple to clean and maintain.
Single and multi spray shower kits page 204.
Premium shower kits pages 206-217.

Detachable shower head

multifunction water flow

INTENSE DRENCHING
OR RAIN FALL?
Offering an extensive shower range, browse our smart functions
and multi-flow settings. Practical and thoughtful features have
been incorporated for everyday use in all types of bathrooms,
from a dedicated wet room to fitting over a bath.
The collection offers a wide choice of dimensions without
compromising on performance to create an enhanced
showering experience, every day. User friendly options
consistently feature across the versatile range, which offers
standard single and luxury multifunctional sprays.

Smooth height adjustment
Durable shower hose
Chrome finish rail and hand sets
Handsets work with as little as 0.1 bar water
pressure (LP)
15 year guarantee

Massage mode

Invigorate mode

Wash mode

Dual function handsets on many models
Optional flow regulators to limit shower output to
8/6 litres per minute
All of our shower kits can be easily installed with all
Crosswater recessed or exposed shower valves

wall outlets

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS
When it comes to your shower, we have got
everything covered. Team shower kit hoses
with a chrome-plated wall outlet; there are six
distinctive designs to choose from to ensure
the perfect fit for your chosen brassware.
Wall outlets page 205.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Zeya
SK817C £175.00

Central
SK985C £115.00

Optional flow regulators
to limit shower output to 8 or 6
litres per minute

Optional flow regulators
to limit shower output to 8 or 6
litres per minute

Wall outlet sold separately,
see opposite

Wall outlet sold separately,
see opposite

LP

1500mm
hose

Single
mode

Rail height
1000mm

Chrome Wipe clean
faced head nozzles

Slide up Optional flow
and down
regulator

LP

1500mm
hose

Single
mode

Rail height
900mm

Chrome Wipe clean
faced head nozzles

Slide up and Optional flow
down, twist regulator
and lock

wall outlets

Pier
SK610C £109.00

Central
SK984C £155.00

Optional flow regulators
to limit shower output to 8 or 6
litres per minute

5 mode - rain, cascade, massage,
invigorate and wash

Wall outlet sold separately,
see opposite

Optional flow regulators
to limit shower output to 8 or 6
litres per minute
Wall outlet sold separately, see below

MP

1500mm
hose

Single
mode

Showering - Single and multi spray shower kits

Single and multi spray shower kits

Rail height
600mm

White
Wipe clean
faced head nozzles

Slide up and Optional flow
down, twist regulator
and lock

MP

1500mm
hose

Five
mode

Rail height
900mm

Grey
Wipe clean
faced head nozzles

A WALL OUTLET FOR
EVERY STYLE
When it comes to your shower, we have got
everything covered. Team shower kit hoses with a
chrome-plated wall outlet; there are six distinctive
designs to choose from to ensure the perfect fit for
your chosen brassware.

Standard wall outlet
WL951C £20.00

Svelte wall outlet
WL955C £30.00

Square wall outlet
WL952C £59.00

Designer golf wall outlet
WL953C £30.00

Golf wall outlet
with handset holder
WL963C £59.00

Square wall outlet
with handset holder
WL962C £69.00

Crafted from quality chrome-plated brass, our shower
hose wall outlets are available for both high and low
pressure valve systems.

LP

Chrome

Wall
mounted

Slide up and Optional flow
down, twist regulator
and lock

Celeste Wall Outlet with Hose
CT963C £99.00
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Premium shower kits

Premium
shower kits
An exceptional range of premium shower kits with the
option to mix and match components to create your
preferred combination of style, pattern and flow.

206
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Showering - Premium shower kits

Ethos
Changing the shape of showering, the Ethos handsets introduce the latest
water control technology at the touch of a button. Forget trying to operate
a dial or slider with wet hands, Ethos allows you to simply press a button
and comfortably switch between three spray modes: invigorate, rain or a
combination of the two.

208
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Switch easily between
water flows at the touch
of a button
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Ethos

Showering - Premium shower kits

Premium shower kits

push-button feature

GET THE LATEST SHOWER
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
Choose from a modern handset holder with wall outlet (see
page 219) or opt for the ultimate in-shower riser rails with the
Ethos ‘easy-sliding’ push-button design (right). The controlled
height and angle-adjustable handset holder is easy for the
entire family to use.

Spray pattern 1

Ethos

Ethos

SK510C
SH630C
SH774C

Solo shower rail
Ethos push-button shower head MP
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £179.00
PACK CODE ETHOS PACKAGE 1

SK630C
SH635C
SH774C

Spray pattern 2

Ethos
Ethos push-button shower rail
Ethos 3 mode handset with easy clean head 120mm HP1
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £249.00
PACK CODE ETHOS PACKAGE 2

SK630C
SH640C
SH774C

Ethos push-button shower rail
Ethos 3 mode handset with easy clean head 140mm HP1
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £249.00
PACK CODE ETHOS PACKAGE 6

Spray pattern 3
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Premium shower kits

Premium shower kits

Svelte

Svelte

Svelte

SK200C
SH200C
SH970C

Svelte shower rail with integrated wall outlet
Svelte single mode shower handset chrome LP
11mm x 1.5m chrome hose

		
		

212

Package Price £195.00
PACK CODE SVELTE PACKAGE 1

SK200C
SH210C
SH970C

Svelte
Svelte shower rail with integrated wall outlet
Svelte multifunction handset white MP
11mm x 1.5m chrome hose
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Package Price £199.00
PACK CODE SVELTE PACKAGE2

SK900C
SH200C
SH972C

Svelte
Svelte shower rail with integrated wall outlet
Svelte single mode shower handset Chrome LP
13mm x 2m chrome hose

		
		

Package Price £280.00
PACK CODE SVELTE PACKAGE 3

SK900C
SH210C
SH972C

Svelte shower rail with integrated wall outlet
Svelte multifunction handset white MP
13mm x 2m chrome hose

		
		

Package Price £285.00
PACK CODE SVELTE PACKAGE4

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Magnum

Magnum
SK530C
SH620C
SH774C

Solo

Magnum
Magnum shower rail
Wisp shower head with single spray pattern LP
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £199.00
PACK CODE MAGNUM PACKAGE 1

Showering - Premium shower kits

Premium shower kits

SK530C
SH625C
SH774C

Solo
Magnum shower rail
Wisp shower head with three spray patterns
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
LP (SH625C) Package Price £219.00
		
PACK CODE MAGNUM PACKAGE 2

SK510C
SH610C
SH774C

Solo
Solo shower rail
Solo shower head with single spray pattern HP1
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £175.00
PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 1

SK510C
SH615C
SH774C

Solo shower rail
Solo shower head with three spray patterns HP2
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £210.00
PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 2

		
HP (SH605C) Package Price £219.00
		
PACK CODE MAGNUM PACKAGE 3
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Premium shower kits

Premium shower kits

Wisp

Wisp

Wisp

SK520C+
SH620C
SH774C

Wisp shower rail
Wisp shower head with single spray pattern LP
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
		

Package Price £175.00
PACK CODE WISP PACKAGE 1+

SK520C+
SH625C
SH774C

Wisp shower rail
Wisp shower head with three spray patterns
Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m

		
LP (SH625C) Package Price £195.00
		
PACK CODE WISP PACKAGE 2+
		
HP (SH605C) Package Price £195.00
		
PACK CODE WISP PACKAGE 5+
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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handset brackets

ESSENTIAL ADDITIONS

THE FINAL FIXTURES

Choose an extendable double interlocking or a smooth
finish hose in a range of lengths.

Down to the smallest detail, our handset brackets complete the look.

Showering - Shower handsets and accessories

Shower handsets
and accessories

shower hoses

Chrome Wall mounted

Handsets provide the ideal solution when accommodating for a second
shower outlet. We have got a breadth of styles, sizes and functions to
choose from, including compatible hose and wall outlets that
will complete your existing brassware.

Shower hose smooth 1.75m
SH964C £39.00

Shower hose
Available in 4 width and
length variations

Designer shower
handset bracket
WB963C £30.00

Square shower
handset bracket
WB962C £30.00

8mm x 1.5m SH974C £20.00
8mm x 2.0m SH775C £20.00
11mm x 1.5m SH970C £20.00
13mm x 2.0m SH972C £20.00

Traditional shower
handset bracket
BL953C £55.00

Solo shower head with
single spray pattern
SH610C £30.00

HP1

Single
mode

Solo shower head with
three spray patterns
SH615C £65.00

HP2

Three
mode

Wisp shower head with
single spray pattern
SH620C £30.00

LP

Single
mode

Wisp shower head with
three spray patterns
LP SH625C £65.00
HP SH605C £65.00

LP or HP
options

Three
mode

Multifunction handset
White 270mm
SH210C £65.00

MP

Three
mode

Chrome shower
handset
SH200C £59.00

LP

Single
mode

wall outlets

A WALL OUTLET FOR
EVERY STYLE
When it comes to your shower, we have got
everything covered. Team shower kit hoses with a
chrome-plated wall outlet; there are six distinctive
designs to choose from to ensure the perfect fit for
your chosen brassware.

Standard wall outlet
WL951C £20.00

Svelte wall outlet
WL955C £30.00

Square wall outlet
WL952C £59.00

Designer golf wall outlet
WL953C £30.00

Golf wall outlet
with handset holder
WL963C £59.00

Square wall outlet
with handset holder
WL962C £69.00

Crafted from quality chrome-plated brass, our shower
hose wall outlets are available for both high and low
pressure valve systems.

LP

Ethos single mode
handset with easy
clean head
SH630C £37.00

MP

218

Single
mode

Ethos 3 mode handset
with easy clean head
120mm
SH635C £69.00

HP1

Three
mode

Ethos 3 mode handset
with easy clean head
140mm
SH640C £75.00

HP1

Three
mode

Pier single mode
handset 100mm
SH650C £39.00

MP

Single
mode

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Pier multifunction
handset 120mm
SH655C £69.00

HP1

Three
mode

Chrome

Wall
mounted

Pier multifunction
handset 140mm
SH660C £75.00

HP1

Three
mode

Celeste Wall Outlet with Hose
CT963C £99.00

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Shower handset packages

Shower handsets packages

Square Package with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

Ethos Package 3 with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

Ethos Package 4 with wall outlet,
three mode 120mm handset and hose

SK962C £145.00

ETHOS PACKAGE 3 £105.00

ETHOS PACKAGE 4 £139.00

LP

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

HP1

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

HP1

Three
mode

Wall
mounted

Ethos Package 5 with wall outlet,
three mode 140mm handset and hose
ETHOS PACKAGE 5 £139.00

HP1

Three
mode

Wall
mounted

Designer Package with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

Wisp Package 3 with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

Wisp Package 4 with wall outlet, three
mode handset and hose

Wisp Package 6 with wall outlet, three
mode handset and hose

SK963C Chrome £145.00
PRO963V BSS Effect* £175.00
PRO963F Brushed Brass £175.00
PRO963M Matt black £175.00

WISP PACKAGE 3 £105.00

WISP PACKAGE 4 £135.00

WISP PACKAGE 6 £135.00

LP
LP

Single
mode

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

LP

Three
mode

Wall
mounted

HP

Three
mode

Wall
mounted

Wall
mounted

Solo Package 3 with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

Solo Package 4 with wall outlet,
three mode handset and hose

Belgravia Package with wall outlet,
single mode handset and hose

SOLO PACKAGE 3 £105.00

SOLO PACKAGE 4 £135.00

BL964C Chrome £169.00
HG964N Nickel £219.00

HP1

220

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

HP2

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

LP

Single
mode

Wall
mounted

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Body jets

Body jets
Enjoy a spa-style massaging shower at home with our selection
of body jets, which can be fitted in any position to suit you. With
easily adjustable angle and flow directions, the soothing jets
will ensure you feel refreshed everyday.

Dial rotating round body jet
RB800C £115.00

Dial body jet
RB820C £115.00

Min. HP1

Min. HP1

Adjustable

Easy fit
in-wall box

Adjustable

Svelte body jet
RB810C £115.00

Easy fit
in-wall box

Min. HP1

Adjustable

Easy fit
Unique
in-wall box rotating head

easy fit

HASSLE-FREE
INSTALLATION
Our in-shower body jets come complete
with easy fit in-wall boxes to ensure that
installation is simple and fuss free.

choosing
a valve

Square spin body jet
RB811C £115.00

Min. HP1

222

Adjustable

Easy fit
Unique
in-wall box rotating head

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

If you are teaming your body jets with other
items such as a shower head or handset, you will
need to use a 2, 3 or 4-way diverter valve, which
allows you to control multiple outlets with ease.
See pages 224 for more information.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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RECESSED VALVES

how to choose
shower valves

Offering an extensive range of horizontal and vertical
recessed valves, the collection remains unsurpassed
in choice and quality. Using thermostatic valve
technology, you can be assured they are safe and
easy to operate.
Our recessed valves are ideal for use with fixed
shower heads, body jets or shower kits with wall outlet,
with a wide choice of head options designed to match
your brassware. The stylish chrome-plated face plates
easily fit over uneven or bumpy tiled surfaces to create
an efficient and streamlined look.
Recessed valves pages 268-283.

Choose from efficient, multi-outlet valves or simple yet functional
single outlet options. Whichever your preference, all designs are
expertly engineered to suit British plumbing systems.

all in one showering

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
VALVES
Simple to install, multifunctional valves offer a
practical overhead showering experience that
incorporates a versatile handset for hair washing
or for smaller children to use.
Designed with families in mind, our valves feature
a built-in safety stop at 40°C with manual override
to ensure a safer showering experience at home.
The ceramic disc control enables smoother
operation and quick transfer from hand set to
overhead shower, another function that is perfect
for busy family bathrooms.

technology for your bathroom

DIGITAL SHOWERING
Transforming everyday bathing into an extraordinary experience, Digital is
a highly responsive valve system that allows you to precisely control the
flow and temperature of the water at the touch of a button. Combining
advanced electronic technology alongside design exellence, Digital sets
the benchmark in bathroom automation. An optional wall-mounted
remote control is also avaialble, which can be positioned up to 10m away
from the Digital processor. This handy add-on allows users to operate the
shower or bath before even entering the room.

Multifunction valves pages 284-287.

Digital valves pages 228-241.

push-button technology

DIAL VALVES
Innovation from Crosswater, Dial is the latest in push-button shower technology, which
allows you to precisely control the flow of water and temperature simultaneously.
Available in both single and double outlet options, and available in four distinctive
designs, Dial’s cutting-edge on/off operation allows for the temperature and water flow
to be set at the touch of a button. This innovation is ideal for multifunctional showering
and bathing, whereby outlets can be used both independently and in-sync with a
superior effect to that of standard diverters.
Dial valves pages 242-267.

perfect for shower kits

EXPOSED VALVES
Featuring precisely controlled water temperature levels
and immediate response to changes in water flow,
these valves are ideal for the family.
Simple to install, our exposed valves are available in
both timeless round or contemporary square designs
ensuring there is an option to suit your bathroom.
The fail-safe thermostatic control maintains the
selected temperature to within 1.5°C degrees either
side, whilst the temperature control also has a built-in
safety stop at 40°C.
Exposed valves pages 288-295.
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Showering - How to choose shower valves

for a minimal look

Showering - Shower valves

Shower valves

durability

QUALITY CERAMIC DISC
CARTRIDGE
Precision technology

THE PERFORMANCE ‘HEART’ OF THE VALVE
‘Vernet CA43’ is the world’s leading thermostatic cartridge due to its advanced technology in
smooth and precise temperature control.
The thermostatic mixers (single or multiple outlet), will maintain their pre-set water temperature,
so whether you switch from one water outlet to another or turn off the water to shampoo your
hair, the thermostat will automatically find the exact same pre-set temperature when you
re-commence your shower, allowing you to relax and enjoy the ultimate showering experience.

The basis for all high quality shower valves is the performance
of the internal turning parts - even after it has been used
thousands of times. All Crosswater thermostatic shower valves
use Flühs ceramic disc technology - the world’s leading
innovator, producer and supplier of water supply products.
Each valve is marked with a Flühs symbol as a sign of quality
and compliance.
Silky smooth operation and precise water control are
characteristic of Flühs products. All raw materials are highly
resistant to acid and alkali solutions in the bathroom (soap,
shampoo, etc). The ceramic discs themselves provide the very
best operation and are highly reliable, even when you have wet
and soapy hands. The strength of the ceramic discs is
extremely durable to prevent the usual wear and tear, even
after years of prolonged use.

quality comes
from within

safety

PRECISION IN TEMPERATURE
& WATER FLOW CONTROL
Once you have selected your preferred water
temperature it will remain unchanging for the
duration of your shower, so there’s no risk of
scalding from a sudden temperature increase
and no surprising shocks should the
temperature plummet. The Vernet cartridge
has precise temperature control and automatic
shutdown should a cold water failure occur,
and the anti-scald function is individually
checked on each cartridge prior to leaving the
factory to give you peace of mind.

Endurance, quality, efficiency and safety are at the core
of every Crosswater thermostatic shower valve.

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

By installing a Crosswater thermostatic shower valve you can start to save water
and energy from the first day of use. Thanks to the superior shower technology and
operation efficiency, a Crosswater thermostatic shower valve will pay for itself over
a short period of time.

Vernet cartridges are designed and produced
to fully conform to the requirements of TMV2
and 3, thus providing users of all ages with the
peace of mind that water flow and temperature
are consistently provided.

In accordance with British Standard NHS
D08, the Vernet CA43 cartridge provides the
best temperature regulation and safety
measures possible. The thermostatic mixer

reliability

The key element of the valve technology is the ingenious ‘thermo-brain’ feature.
The high-quality materials used for this thermo-brain greatly minimise the potential
for limescale settling on working parts, which extends the lifetime and performance
of the valve. The lifespan is a minimum of 50,000 cycles, which equates to a family
of four showering twice per day for up to 17 years! (Dependent upon water quality
and delivery conditions).

valve blends the hot and cold water together
and reacts instantly to any changes in the water
pressure. For example, when a WC is flushed,
the cartridge ensures that the temperature is
maintained within 1°C below/above the set
temperature.

quality

MARK OF APPROVAL
A simple way to check you have a genuine
Crosswater approved valve is to look for the
conformity code that’s marked to ensure its
compliance with TMV2.

WITH COMPLETE CONFIDENCE IN THIS TECHNOLOGY, OUR
THERMOSTATIC CARTRIDGE COMES WITH A FIVE-YEAR GUARANTEE
1000RC

1500RC/1600RC

2000RC/2001RC

3000RC/3001RC

Approved to TMV2
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Find the perfect temperature with precise
and sophisticated controls. A built-in
thermistor checks every 10th of a second to
ensure the water stays as close as possible
to the set temperature.

technology for
your bathroom
Wonderfully clever and yet beautifully simple, the
Crosswater Digital shower valve gives you complete
control over your water flow.

easy to use
& install

Intuitive and easy to use and
install in any bathroom

228

precision
every time

Perfect temperature and flow
every time you use

remote
control

Convenient, optional remote
to control and divert flow

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Showering - Digital shower valves

precise temperature

cool-touch metal
controls
Shower controls are kept completely
separate from the water in the valve, which
means they always stay cool and safe
to touch.

colour-changing controls
When you switch Digital on, the controls
flash white as the water heats up to the set
temperature. If you adjust the temperature,
the LEDs flash red to let you know when
the water is warming up and blue when
it’s cooling down. As soon as the desired
temperature is reached, the controls stop
flashing and glow white.

easy divert
Divert the flow quickly and easily between
outlets with just a few touches. Press the
lower control once to divert from the main
shower head to the second, and again to run
both at once. In a shower / bath, one touch
switches from bath filler to the shower head.

safety
first

Engineered to be safe for
all the family

installation

cleaning mode

Save time and money. Push-fit isolation valves
and a standard electrical plug fitting, as well
as easy to set up cable connections, make the
shower extremely simple to install.

Activate to clean the controls without
accidentally turning on your shower. Simply
press and hold the power button to enable
cleaning mode, which lasts for 1 minute.
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Showering - Digital shower valves

Digital features
The premium control features of the Crosswater Digital
shower make it simpler, more innovative, and safer to use
than conventional shower valves.

choose your style

MODERN OR TRADITIONAL?
Choose from three different trim styles combined with one of our
numerous shower kits to create your ideal look.

optional remote

MPRO page 232.
Belgravia Crosshead page 234.
Belgravia Lever page 236.
Digital packs page 240.

THE ULTIMATE
CONVENIENCE
Fit an additional remote control anywhere
outside of the shower and within 10m of the
Digital processor. The remote can be used to
turn the shower or bath fill on and off, or to
divert between shower heads.

showering simplicity

PRECISE CONTROLS
Turn on the water by gently pressing the control dial, and watch
the controls flash white as the shower heats up. When the controls
stop flashing and begin to glow, the water’s just how you like it – so
step in and enjoy.
Our single outlet processor controls one shower head, with a
simple handle to adjust the temperature. Alternatively, the single
outlet processor can be combined with our bath filler, allowing you
to use the same precise controls to fill your bathtub.
The dual outlet processor controls two shower heads. Press the
lower handle once to divert from the main outlet to the second
shower head, and a second time to run both at once.
The dual outlet bath / shower processor is used for a combined
bath and shower. When you turn it on, the water will automatically
flow from the bath outlet – just press once to divert to the
shower head.
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temperature control

SAFETY FIRST AND
ALWAYS
No need to worry about fluctuating temperatures or
surges of hot or cold water. Our Digital shower
closely monitors the temperature to ensure it stays
exactly as set – even if someone is using water
elsewhere in the house.
If you adjust the temperature, the unique colourchanging controls will flash red as the water heats up,
then blue while it is cooling down. Once it reaches
your desired temperature the controls glow white to
let you know it’s ready. And if there is a problem with
your water or power supply, the flow will shut
off completely.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Digital MPRO shower valves

MPRO

MPRO Single Outlet

MPRO Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

MPRO Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

MPRO Trim Kit Single Outlet
Digital Processor High Pressure
SOLOKLHP £589.00

MPRO Trim Kit Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOKLHP £735.00

MPRO Trim Kit Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOBSKLHP £735.00

MPRO Trim Kit Single Outlet
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
SOLOKLLP £749.00

MPRO Trim Kit Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOKLLP £849.00

MPRO Trim Kit Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOBSKLLP £849.00

MPRO Remote
MPRO Trim Kit
Remote Digital Processor
DGXKLREM £179.00

Refined and understated, MPRO is perfect for
contemporary bathrooms. Match it with any of our
modern shower kits to complete your shower.
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Showering - Digital Belgravia Crosshead shower valves

Belgravia Crosshead Single Outlet
Belgravia Trim Kit Single Outlet – Crosshead
Digital Processor High Pressure
SOLOBLHP £649.00
Belgravia Trim Kit Single Outlet – Crosshead
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)*
SOLOBLLP £799.00

Belgravia
Crosshead

Belgravia Crosshead Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower)

Belgravia Crosshead Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower)

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower) – Crosshead
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOBLHP £779.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower) – Crosshead
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOBSBLHP £779.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower) – Crosshead
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOBLLP £889.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower) – Crosshead
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOBSBLLP £889.00

Belgravia remote
Belgravia Trim Kit
Remote Digital Processor
DGXBLREM £199.00

Complement the period styling of the Belgravia Crosshead
handles with one of our traditional shower kits.
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Showering - Digital Belgravia Lever shower valves

Belgravia Lever Single Outlet
Belgravia Trim Kit Single Outlet – Lever
Digital Processor High Pressure
SOLOBLHP_LV £649.00
Belgravia Trim Kit Single Outlet – Lever
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
SOLOBLLP_LV £799.00

Belgravia
Lever

Belgravia Lever Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower)

Belgravia Lever Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower)

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower) – Lever
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOBLHP_LV £779.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower) – Lever
Digital Processor High Pressure
DUOBSBLHP_LV £779.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Shower/Shower) – Lever
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOBLLP_LV £889.00

Belgravia Trim Kit Dual Outlet
(Bath/Shower) – Lever
Digital Processor Low Pressure (Pumped)
DUOBSBLLP_LV £889.00

Belgravia remote
Belgravia Trim Kit
Remote Digital Processor
DGXBLREM £199.00

The ceramic finish of our Belgravia Lever adds a touch
of luxury to any bathroom. Complete the look with a
Crosswater traditional shower kit.
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Showering - Digital packs

MPRO pack 01
Includes:
Digital Processor – Single Outlet

Digital packs

Kai Trim Kit
Central Fixed Head 200mm
Shower Arm 330mm
High Pressure
DGX001HP £735.00
Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX001LP £889.00

Complete your bathroom with one of our Digital packs. We’ve
paired our Digital processors with a collection of matching
kits to make the whole thing easier - and to save you money,
too. Browse our selection to choose your pack.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

MPRO pack 02

MPRO pack 03

MPRO pack 04

Includes:

Includes:

Includes:

Digital Processor – Single Outlet

Digital Processor – Single Outlet

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Single Outlet

Kai Trim Kit – Single Outlet

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Svelte Shower Kit

Central Shower Kit with Wall Elbow

Central Fixed Head 200mm

High Pressure
DGX002HP £765.00

High Pressure
DGX003HP £739.00

Svelte Shower Kit

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX002LP £925.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX003LP £889.00

High Pressure
DGX004HP £1049.00

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Shower Arm 330mm
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Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX004LP £1175.00
Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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MPRO pack 06

MPRO pack 07

Includes:

Includes:

Includes:

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Shower/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Central Fixed Head 200mm

Handspray and Holder

Central Fixed Head 200mm

Shower Arm 330mm

Central Fixed Head 200mm

Shower Arm 330mm

Central Shower Kit with Wall Elbow

Shower Arm 330mm

Bath Filler with Click Clack Waste

High Pressure
DGX005HP £1029.00

High Pressure
DGX006HP £1029.00

High Pressure
DGX007HP £1029.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX005LP £1149.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX006LP £1149.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX007LP £1149.00

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.
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MPRO pack 09

MPRO pack 10

Includes:

Includes:

Includes:

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Digital Processor – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Kai Trim Kit – Dual Outlet (Bath/Shower)

Svelte Shower Kit

Central Shower Kit with Wall Elbow

Handspray and Holder

Bath Filler with Click Clack Waste

Bath Filler with Click Clack Waste

Bath Filler with Click Clack Waste

High Pressure
DGX008HP £1049.00

High Pressure
DGX009HP £1029.00

High Pressure
DGX010HP £1029.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX008LP £1175.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX009LP £1149.00

Low Pressure (Pumped)
DGX010LP £1149.00

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

Minimum pressure required for high-pressure
installation 0.5 bar. Minimum pressure required
for low-pressure pumped installation 0.1 bar.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.

Showering - Digital packs

MPRO pack 05

MPRO pack 08
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Showering - Dial shower valves

Push-button valve technology

Dial Central 246

Dial Kai Lever 254

Dial Pier 262
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Dial enables you to precisely control the flow of the water as well as
the temperature for total control over your bathing and showering
experience. This innovation not only looks smart with four designs,
it’s smart on the inside using pioneering flow control technology
and is available in both single and double outlet options.

Showering - Dial shower valves

push-button
technology

Suitable for
low pressure
systems when
installed with a
positive head
pump

quality

Simple
push-button
operation

SMARTER ON THE
INSIDE
Simple push-button operation, precise
temperature control and 11 separate flow
positions ensure Dial is designed with families
in mind, whilst offering the perfect flexibility
between eco -friendly showering and a
luxurious high pressure power shower.

Responsive
controls
preventing
residual water

11 separate
flow positions

Precise
temperature
control

Body
engineered for
maximum flow
rate

Brass body

Push the top dial once to start/stop water flow

Turn to increase/reduce the water flow

bath fill options

SUITABLE FOR BOTH
ENVIRONMENTS
The double outlet is perfect for operating a bath
filler with a handset or shower. Both of which can
be used at the same time or independently for a
complete solution to your bathing rituals.

Turn the middle dial to adjust the temperature
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Push the bottom dial to start/stop water flow
of an additional outlet
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Showering - Dial Central shower valves

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-CENT-1 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-CENT-2 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-CENT-3 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

MP

Portrait

Recessed

MP

Landscape

Recessed

HP1

Portrait

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-CENT-4 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

HP1

Dial Central

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic bath shower valve 3 control
DIAL-CENT-5 £519.00
Controls bath filler and shower handset

Contemporary style combined with supreme, flexible
performance, Dial Central features curvaceous
contours for a chic look.
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HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Dial Central shower valves

Dial Central

need
help with
valves?
Visit our valve page to find
a design to complement
your shower or bath.
See page 270 for more
information.

Thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-CENT-7 £659.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-CENT-12 £659.00

Controls fixed head and shower handset

Controls bath filler and shower handset

Ethos 3 mode shower handset included

Ethos 3 mode shower handset included

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-CENT-6 £629.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-CENT-11 £629.00

Controls fixed head and shower handset

Controls bath filler and shower handset

Single mode shower handset included

Single mode shower handset included

HP1
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Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

HP1

Landscape

Recessed
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2 way
diverter

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Dial Central shower valves

Dial valve 2 control with Central trim
DIAL-CENT-19 £869.00

Dial valve 1 control with Central trim
DIAL-CENT-8 £629.00

Dial valve 1 control with Central trim
DIAL-CENT-9 £719.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet
with shower hose and multifunction handset
Reflex shower head & arm.

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Dial fixed
shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Ethos push-button shower
rail, Ethos 3 mode shower handset, easy clean shower hose and
Designer golf wall outlet

HP1
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MP

MP

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Dial Central shower valves

Dial Central

Dial valve 2 control with Central trim
DIAL-CENT-14 £839.00

Dial valve 2 control with Central trim
DIAL-CENT-17 £869.00

Dial valve 1 control with central trim
DIAL-CENT-18 £619.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet
with shower hose and Pencil handset bracket,
Dial fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet with
shower hose and Ethos 3 mode shower handset
bracket, Dial fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet
with shower hose, slider rail and handset

MP
HP1

HP1
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Showering - Dial Kai Lever shower valves

Dial Kai Lever
A contemporary design and a popular choice, the cubic edging
creates a style statement in any contemporary bathroom.

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-KAI-1 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-KAI-2 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-KAI-3 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

MP

Portrait

Recessed

MP

Landscape

Recessed

HP1

Portrait

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-KAI-15 £429.00

MP

Round

Recessed

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-KAI-4 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic bath shower valve 3 control
DIAL-KAI-5 £519.00
Controls bath filler and shower handset

HP1
254
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Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter
All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower valves
Showering
- Dial
- Dial
Kai Central
Lever shower valves

Dial Kai Lever

Thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-KAI-7 £659.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-KAI-12 £659.00

Controls fixed head and shower handset

Controls bath filler and shower handset

Ethos 3 mode shower handset included

Ethos 3 mode shower handset included

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-KAI-6 £629.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
with 2 way diverter and shower kit
DIAL-KAI-11 £629.00

Controls fixed head and shower handset

Controls bath filler and shower handset

Single mode shower handset included

Single mode shower handset included

HP1
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Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

HP1

Landscape

Recessed
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Dial valve 2 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-16 £899.00

2 way
diverter

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set,
Dial fixed shower head, wall mounted
shower arm, Solo shower rail, Ethos
single mode shower handset, shower
hose and wall outlet

HP1

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower valves
Showering
- Dial
- Dial
Kai Central
Lever shower valves

Dial valve 2 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-19 £869.00

Dial valve 1 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-8 £629.00

Dial valve 2 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-14 £839.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall
outlet with shower hose and multifunction
handset Reflex shower head & arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Dial
fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Designer wall outlet
with shower hose and handset bracket, Dial fixed shower
head and shower arm

HP1
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MP

HP1

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower valves
Showering
- Dial
- Dial
Kai Central
Lever shower valves

Dial Kai Lever

Dial valve 1 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-9 £719.00

Dial valve 2 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-17 £869.00

Dial valve 1 control with Kai Lever trim
DIAL-KAI-18 £619.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Ethos push-button
shower rail, Ethos 3 mode shower handset, easy clean
shower hose and Designer golf wall outlet

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet with
shower hose and Ethos 3 mode shower handset
bracket, Dial fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet
with shower hose, slider rail and handset

MP

MP

260

HP1
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Showering - Dial Pier shower valves

Dial Pier
Geometric in form with a touch of luxe, this modern design is
confidently stylish with a whisper of hotel elegance.

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-PIER-1 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve
DIAL-PIER-2 £429.00

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-PIER-3 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

MP

Portrait

Recessed

MP

Landscape

Recessed

HP1

Portrait

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-PIER-4 £519.00
Controls fixed head and shower handset

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

2 way
diverter

Thermostatic shower valve 3 control
DIAL-PIER-5 £519.00
Controls bath filler and shower handset

HP1

Landscape

Recessed

Dial valve 1 control with Pier trim
DIAL-PIER-8 £629.00
Includes brass valve, portrait trim set,
Dial fixed shower head and wall
shower arm

2 way
diverter
MP
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Dial Pier shower valves

Dial valve 2 control with Central trim
DIAL-PIER-19 £869.00

Dial valve 1 control with Pier trim
DIAL-PIER-8 £629.00

Dial valve 2 control with Pier trim
DIAL-PIER-14+ £839.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set,
wall outlet with shower hose and
multifunction handset.

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set,
Dial fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Designer wall outlet
with shower hose and handset bracket, Dial fixed shower
head and shower arm

HP1
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MP

HP1

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Dial Pier shower valves

Dial Pier

Dial valve 1 control with Pier trim
DIAL-PIER-9 £719.00

Dial valve 2 control with Pier trim
DIAL-PIER-17 £975.00

Dial valve 1 control with central trim
DIAL-PIER-18 £619.00

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, Ethos push-button
shower rail, Ethos 3 mode shower handset, easy clean
shower hose and Designer golf wall outlet

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set, wall outlet
with shower hose and Ethos 3 mode shower handset
bracket, Dial fixed shower head and shower arm

Includes brass valve, portrait trim set,
wall outlet with shower hose, slider
rail and handset

MP
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MP

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower valves

Recessed shower valves

Recessed valves
Offering the largest range of horizontal and vertical
recessed valves, our collection remains unsurpassed
in choice and quality.
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Recessed for streamlined appearance

Chrome brass face plates –that fit over uneven/bumpy tiled surfaces

Vertical and horizontal options

Fully serviceable from the front

Multi control functions

Ideal for use with fixed shower heads, body jets or shower kits with wall outlet

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Precise thermostatic control, maintaining selected temperature to within +/- 1.5°C

Finished with high quality chrome plating

Only 75mm deep wall recess required

15 year guarantee

100% solid brass construction and trim set

WRAS and TMV2 approved

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower valves

Recessed shower valves

Belgravia Chrome
Crosshead
page 272

Belgravia Nickel
Crosshead
page 272

Belgravia Chrome
Lever
page 272

Celeste
page 272

Central
page 272

Design
page 272

Dial Kai Lever
page 254

Dial Central
page 246

Dial Pier
page 262

Digital Belgravia
Crosshead
page 234

Digital Belgravia
Lever
page 236

Digital MPRO
page 232

Elite
page 274

Essence
page 274

KH ZERO 1
page 274

KH ZERO 2
page 274

KH ZERO 3
page 274

Modest
page 276

MPRO Chrome
page 274

MPRO Brushed
Stainless Steel
page 274

MPRO
Matt Black
page 274

MPRO Brushed
Brass
page 274

Svelte
page 276

Water Square
page 276

Wisp
page 276

spoilt for choice
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Kai Lever
page 274

Totti
page 276

For an entirely coordinated bathroom scheme, select
matching valves to complement your brassware.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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style finder
Discover the compatibility of each of our shower valve
ranges and tap collections to ensure the perfect fit.

2-WAY DIVERTERS

3-WAY DIVERTERS

These valves let you control two
products, for example a shower
head and a bath filler.

These valves let you control three
products, for example a shower
head, bath filler and body jets.

Showering - Recessed shower valves

Recessed shower valves

Thermostatic valves

Thermostatic valves

1000

1500

1501

1600

1701

2000

2001

2500

2701

3000

3001

3701

Portrait
1 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
3 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

BL1000RC+
£469.00

BL1500RC+
£569.00

BL1501RC+
£569.00

BL2000RC+
£599.00

BL2001RC+
£599.00

BL2500RC+
£629.00

BL3000RC+
£699.00

BL3001RC+
£699.00

BL1000RC-VS+
£469.00

BL1500RC-VS+
£569.00

BL1501RC-VS+
£569.00

BL2000RC-VS+
£599.00

BL2001RC-VS+
£599.00

BL2500RC-VS+
£629.00

BL3000RC-VS+
£699.00

BL3001RC-VS+
£699.00

HG1000RN
£629.00

HG1500RN
£739.00

HG1501RN
£739.00

HG2000RN
£739.00

HG2001RN
£769.00

HG2500RN
£819.00

HG3000RN
£929.00

HG3001RN
£929.00

BL1000RC_LV+
£469.00

BL1500RC_LV+
£569.00

BL2000RC_LV+
£599.00

BL3000RC_
LV+ £699.00

BL1000RC_LV-VS+
£469.00

BL1500RC_LV-VS+
£569.00

BL2000RC_LV-VS+
£599.00

BL3000RC_LV-VS+
£699.00

CT1000RC
£469.00

CT1500RC
£569.00

CT1501RC
£569.00

CE1000RC+
£35900

CE1500RC+
£449.00

CE1501RC
£449.00

DE1000RC
£359.00

DE1500RC
£449.00

Belgravia Crosshead
Chrome
Digital valve options
also available, see
pages 234.
Belgravia
Crosshead
Chrome
(Slim Backplate)

Belgravia
Crosshead
Nickel

Belgravia
Lever Chrome
Digital valve options
also available, see
pages 236.

Belgravia
Lever Chrome
(Slim Backplate)

Celeste
CT2000RC
£599.00

CT2001RC
£599.00

CE2000RC+
£449.00

CE2001RC+
£449.00

DE2000RC
£449.00

DE2001RC
£449.00

CT3000RC
£699.00

CT3001RC
£699.00

CE3000RC+
£599.00

CE3001RC+
£599.00

DE3000RC
£599.00

DE3001RC
£599.00

Central
Dial valve options
also available, see
page 246.

CE1701RC
£569.00

CE2500RC
£499.00

CE2701RC
£559.00

CE3701RC
£699.00

Design
DE1600RC
£479.00

MORE COLLECTIONS ON NEXT PAGE >>
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower valves

Recessed shower valves
Thermostatic valves

Thermostatic valves

1000

1500

1501

1600

1701

2000

2001

2500

2701

3000

3001

3701

Portrait
1 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
3 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

EL1000RC
£359.00

EL1500RC
£449.00

EL2000RC
£449.00

EL2001RC
£449.00

EL3000RC
£599.00

EL3001RC
£599.00

ES1000RC
£359.00

ES1500RC
£449.00

ES2000RC
£449.00

ES2001RC
£449.00

ES3000RC
£599.00

ES3001RC
£599.00

KL1000RC*
£359.00

KL1500RC
£449.00

KL1501RC
£449.00

KL2000RC
£449.00

KL2001RC
£449.00

KL2500RC
£499.00

KL3000RC
£599.00

KL3001RC
£599.00

KH01_1000RC
£359.00

KH01_1500RC
£449.00

KH01_1501RC
£449.00

KH01_2000RC
£449.00

KH01_2001RC
£449.00

KH01_2500RC
£499.00

KH01_3000RC
£599.00

KH01_3001RC
£599.00

KH02_1000RC
£359.00

KH02_1500RC
£449.00

KH02_1501RC
£449.00

KH02_2000RC
£449.00

KH02_2001RC
£449.00

KH02_2500RC
£499.00

KH02_3000RC
£599.00

KH02_3001RC
£599.00

KH03_1000RC
£359.00

KH03_1500RC
£449.00

KH03_2000RC
£449.00

KH03_2001RC
£449.00

Elite

Essence

Kai Lever
Dial valve options
also available, see
page 254.

KL1600RC
£479.00

KL1701RC
£569.00

KL2701RC
£549.00

KL3701RC
£729.00

KH01

KH02

KH03
KH03_3000RC
£599.00

MPRO Brushed
Stainless Steel
PRO1500RV**
£539.00

PRO1701RV
£679.00

PRO2000RV
£539.00

PRO2001RV
£539.00

PRO1500RF+**
£539.00

PRO1701RF+
£679.00

PRO2000RF+
£539.00

PRO2001RF+
£539.00

PRO1500RC**
£449.00

PRO1701RC***
£569.00

PRO2000RC
£449.00

PRO2001RC
£449.00

PRO1500RM+**
£539.00

PRO1701RM+
£679.00

PRO2000RM+
£539.00

PRO2001RM+
£539.00

MPRO Brushed
Brass

MPRO Chrome
Digital valve options
also available, see
pages 232.

PRO1000RC
£359.00

PRO2500RC
£499.00

PRO3000RC
£599.00

PRO3001RC
£599.00

MPRO Matt Black

Also available with a slim backplate (KL1000RC_VS) or round backplate (KLR1000RC)
**Also available with fixed head and handset etching (Replace 1500 with 1510 in codes) 1500 versions have bath and handset etching.
***Also available with fixed head and handset etching (Replace 1701 with 1711 in codes) 1701 versions have bath and handset etching.
Please refer to the Brassware brochure for more information or visit our website www.crosswater.co.uk
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Showering - Recessed shower valves

Recessed shower valves
Thermostatic valves

Thermostatic valves

1000

1500

1501

1600

1701

2000

2001

2500

2701

3000

3001

3701

Portrait
1 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
2 Control

Portrait
2 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
2 Control

Landscape
2 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

Landscape
3 Outlet
3 Control

Portrait
3 Outlet
3 Control

MO1000RC
£359.00

MO1500RC
£449.00

MO2000RC
£449.00

MO2001RC
£449.00

MO3000RC
£599.00

MO3001RC
£599.00

SE1000RC
£359.00

SE1500RC
£449.00

SE1501RC
£449.00

SE1701RC
£569.00

SE2000RC
£449.00

SE2001RC
£449.00

SE2500RC
£499.00

SE3000RC
£599.00

SE3001RC
£599.00

TO1000RC
£359.00

TO1500RC
£449.00

TO1501RC
£449.00

TO1701RC
£569.00

TO2000RC
£449.00

TO2001RC
£449.00

TO2500RC
£499.00

TO3000RC
£599.00

TO3001RC
£599.00

WS1000RC
£359.00

WS1500RC
£449.00

WS1701RC
£569.00

WS2000RC
£449.00

WS2001RC
£449.00

WS2500RC
£535.00

WS3000RC
£599.00

WS3001RC
£599.00

WS1000RC-VS
£359.00

WS1500RC-VS
£449.00

WS2000RC-VS
£449.00

WS2001RC-VS
£449.00

WS3000RC-VS
£599.00

WS3001RC-VS
£599.00

WP1000RC
£359.00

WP1500RC
£449.00

WP2000RC
£449.00

WP2001RC
£449.00

WP3000RC
£599.00

WP3001RC
£599.00

Modest

Svelte

Totti
TO1600RC
£545.00

Water Square

Water Square
(Slim Backplate)

Wisp

Detailed valve operation guides
1000 Thermostatic valves,
see page 278.
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1500/1501 Thermostatic valves,
see page 278.

1600 Thermostatic valves,
see page 279.

1701 Thermostatic valves,
see page 279.

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

2000/2001 Thermostatic valves,
see page 280.

2500 Thermostatic valves,
see page 280.

2701 Thermostatic valves,
see page 281.

3701 Thermostatic valves,
see page 281.

3000/3001 Thermostatic valves,
see page 282.

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower valves explained

Recessed shower valves explained

1000 Thermostatic valve

1500/1501 Thermostatic valve

1600 Thermostatic valve

1701 Thermostatic valve

The best flow and temperature for a single fixed
shower head or shower rail using a wall outlet.

The market’s favoured two outlet valves. Ideal for a fixed
head and shower rail, or shower head and bath filler.

This modern, multifunctional design allows you to switch
effortlessly from bath filling to overhead or wall mounted shower.

A fully integrated two outlet valve that can operate bath filling with a
handset or double showering with an overhead shower and handset.

Single outlet valve

2 outlet valve with diverter to switch between two different shower or bath functions

Bath spout with integrated diverter for overhead or wall mounted shower

Two outlet valve with diverter. Choose bath and shower or two shower outlets

Water pressure: Single outlet works from 0.2 bar upwards

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm / w 215 x h 120mm

Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm

Panel dimension w 275 x h 120mm

WRAS Approved to TMV2

WRAS Approved to TMV2

WRAS Approved to TMV2

100% solid brass construction and trim set

100% solid brass construction and trim set

100% solid brass construction and trim set

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

Fully serviceable from the front

Fully serviceable from the front

Fully serviceable from the front

Choice of styles

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Landscape only

Temperature and water flow controlled independently

Portrait (1500 - shown above) / landscape (1501 - shown below)

Suitable for all hot water systems, including gravity fed (0.2 bar minimum) and
high pressure (5.0 bar maximum)

Only 75mm wall depth required

Temperature control mechanism has a temperature limit stop which can be
preset at any temperature

A. Water control with diverter
for two separate outlets

Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 42°C with an automatic safety
shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail

A. Water control with diverter
for two separate outlets
B. Temperature

A. Water flow to single outlet

A. Water control with diverter
for two separate outlets

B. Temperature

B. Temperature
B. Temperature
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Recessed shower valves explained

Recessed shower valves explained

2000/2001 Thermostatic valve

2500 Thermostatic valve

2701 Thermostatic valve

3701 Thermostatic valve

This classic valve features three flow controls and allows you to use
two outlets separately or at the same time.

Probably the first concealed multi-outlet valve to feature an integral
double check valve, negating the need to fit a separate DCV in the
plumbing system – saving fitting time and cost. This innovative
advancement in valve technology makes the 2500 model the very
best valve to install with a bath overflow filler that requires a DCV,
with overhead and hand shower fixtures.

The classic shower valve now with integrated shower handset and
holder. Allows you to use two outlets separately or at the same
time. Operate a bath with a shower or with two shower outlets.

Our high performance two control valve with three-way diverter,
now including an integrated shower handset and holder. It runs a
single shower or bath outlet or for premium showering switch to
run two outlets at once.

2 outlet valve with diverter to switch between two different shower or bath functions
Water pressure: Works from 0.5 bar upwards
Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm / w 275 x h 120mm

Water pressure 0.5 bar upwards

Three outlet valve with diverter to switch between 2 different outlets or different
shower or bath functions

3 outlet valve with single diverter to switch between three different shower
or bath functions

Panel dimension w 342mm x h 66mm

Water pressure HP1, 1bar upwards

100% solid brass construction & trim set

Panel dimension w 342mm x h 66mm

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Fully serviceable from the front

100% solid brass construction & trim set

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm

Available in a choice of styles

Fully serviceable from the front

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Available in a choice of styles

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Landscape only

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

Fully serviceable from the front

Integrated shower handset

Landscape only

WRAS Approved to TMV2
100% solid brass construction and trim set
Fully serviceable from the front
Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware
Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips
Portrait (2000 - shown above) / landscape (2001 - shown below)
Only 75mm wall depth required
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers

2 outlet valve with individual flow control for bath and shower or
two shower outlets

Available in a choice of styles

Integrated shower handset

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips
Portrait only
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers
A. Water flow to single outlet
B. Temperature
C. Water flow to single outlet
(separate or simultaneous use)

A. Water flow to single outlet

A. Water control with diverter for
two separate outlets

B. Temperature

B. Temperature

C. Water flow to single outlet
(separate or simultaneous use)

C. Water flow to single outlet
(separate or simultaneous use)

A. Water control with diverter for
three separate outlets
B. Temperature
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Showering - Recessed shower valves explained

Recessed shower valves explained

3000/3001 Thermostatic valve
recessed valve

WALL MOUNTING BRACKET
Highly recommended for quick and easy installation.

Inlet adapter for recessed valve (4 pack)
AD1500FA1 £40.00

A high performance two control valve with a three-way diverter. It
runs a single shower or bath outlet or for premium showering,
switch to run two outlets at once. The perfect option for a bath with
overhead shower and handset or a luxurious dual shower set up.
Three outlet valve with diverter to switch between 2 separate outlets or different
shower or bath functions
Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar
Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm / w 275 x h 120mm
WRAS Approved to TMV2
100% solid brass construction and trim set
Fully serviceable from the front
Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware
Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips
Portrait (3000 - shown above) / landscape (3001 - shown below)
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers

A. Water control with diverter for
two separate outlets
B. Temperature
C. Water flow to single outlet
(separate or simultaneous use)
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Showering - Multifunction shower valves

Multifunction
shower valves
The all-in-one complete showering experience, multifunctional valves
offer a host of fabulously advanced design features and incorporate a
versatile handset, overhead shower and valve in one single product.

General features
Fail-safe thermostatic control, maintaining selected temperature to within +/- 1.5°C
Water pressure: 1 bar minimum
Integral shower head and handsets
Smooth height adjustable directional hand sets
Ceramic disc control for smoother operation
Quick transfer of water from hand set to overhead shower
Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail
Flow control with integral diverter
Temperature control has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with manual
override for a safer shower
Water Save button reduces water consumption, with manual override
Simple to install
15 year guarantee
Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8/6 litres per minute

Shower head features
Ball joint adjustable angle fixed head
Smooth slide up and down hand set
Intelligent water distribution
Full height handset adjustment
1500mm hose
Grey or chrome faced head
Wipe clean nozzles

Features shown above are generic and may not apply to all Crosswater
Multifunction Valves, please check product details for specific information.
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Showering - Multifunction shower valves

Multifunction shower valves

Svelte multifunction shower kit with
integrated wall outlet
RM540WC £799.00

Design exposed thermostatic shower valve
with Dial fixed head and pencil shower kit
RM530WC+ £485.00

Ethos multifunction thermostatic shower valve
with fixed head and single mode hand set
RM610WC £839.00

Round fixed head Ø250mm
Valve to head height: 750mm

Round fixed head Ø225mm
Valve to head height: 1070mm
Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Round Fixed Head Ø300mm

HP1

HP1

The RM540WC to
be used in conjunction
with a 1000 recessed
shower valve, see
page 276.
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Shown with optional
Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Atoll square multifunction thermostatic
shower valve with riser, fixed head and
square pencil shower kit
SQ600WC £735.00

Curve multifunction thermostatic shower
valve with fixed head and single mode
shower kit
RM553WC+ £619.00

Square fixed head 200 x 200mm
Height adjustable rail
Valve to head height: 780-1380mm
Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Round fixed head Ø225mm
Valve to head height: 1039mm
Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Solo exposed thermostatic shower
valve with single mode handset
EV1260EC+ £499.00
Valve to rail fixing height: 1010mm
Height adjustable rail
Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

HP1
HP1

HP1

HP1

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Traditional exposed thermostatic shower valves

finish options

CHROME OR NICKEL?

Traditional
exposed valves

Adding a touch of hotel-inspired luxury to shower
rooms, our traditional Belgravia brassware
collection is available in two exquisite finishes of
polished Chrome and warm Nickel, reflecting the
classic styling seen in period bathrooms.

Team your Belgravia bath and basin brassware
with a matching exposed shower valve.

design to suit you

SHOWER HEAD
OPTIONS
Choose from the standard 8” fixed
head or a 12” luxury fixed head.

Optional - 18” luxury fixed head

Standard - 8” fixed head

Optional - 12” luxury fixed head

added flexibility

HANDSET HOLDERS
Enjoy the freedom of a moveable shower head with our
three popular handset holder styles. Whether you
choose a handset on rigid rail, wall mounted handset or
traditional cradle handset holder - each elegant design
offers added flexibility in the bathroom.

multiple water flow

OUTLET VALVE OPTIONS
The traditional style of the Belgravia exposed valve collection
offers the option of a single or two outlet valve. Alongside an
advanced thermostatic Vernet Cartridge, the clever addition
of a second outlet and smooth diverter in the bottom of the
valve brings together function and superior style.
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Handset on rigid rail

Wall mounted handset

Cradle handset holder

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Traditional exposed thermostatic shower valves

Belgravia thermostatic shower valve
with 8" fixed head
BEL_SHOWER Chrome £1035.00
HG_SHOWERN+ Nickel (shown) £1349.00
Comprising: Single outlet shower valve,
rigid riser, shower arm, 8” fixed head
and wall bracket

HP1

Chrome
or Nickel
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

Belgravia thermostatic bath shower
mixer with fixed head
BEL_BSM Chrome £1265.00
Comprising: Single outlet shower valve,
rgid riser, shower arm, 8” fixed head,
wall bracket and LP. bath spout

HP1

Chrome
or Nickel
plated

Height of
rigid riser
1200mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_SHOWER_12 Chrome £1145.00
HG_SHOWERN_12 Nickel £1459.00

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_BSM_12 Chrome £1365.00

Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF Chrome only £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm

Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF Chrome only £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Traditional exposed thermostatic shower valves

Belgravia thermostatic shower
valve with 8” fixed head
BEL_SLIDER Chrome £1295.00
HG_SLIDERN Nickel (shown) £1729.00

Belgravia thermostatic shower
valve with 8” fixed head
BEL_BRACKET Chrome £1265.00
HG_BRACKETN Nickel (shown) £1679.00

Belgravia thermostatic shower
valve with 8” fixed head
BEL_CRADLE Chrome £1295.00
HG_CRADLEN Nickel (shown) £1679.00

Comprising: Single outlet shower valve, rigid riser
and shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, riser bracket,
1.5m hose, wall bracket and stop cock/diverter

Comprising: Single outlet shower valve, rigid riser
and shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, 1.5m hose,
wall station, wall bracket and stop cock/diverter

Comprising: Single outlet shower valve, rigid riser,
shower arm, 8” fixed head, handset, wall cradle,
1.5m hose, wall bracket and stop cock/diverter

HP1

Chrome
or Nickel
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

HP1

Chrome
or Nickel
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

HP1

Chrome
or Nickel
plated

Height of
rigid riser
900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_SLIDER_12 Chrome £1395.00
HG_SLIDERN_12 Nickel £1849.00

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_BRACKET_12 Chrome £1365.00
HG_BRACKETN_12 Nickel £1779.00

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_CRADLE_12 Chrome £1395.00
HG_CRADLEN_12 Nickel £1849.00

Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF Chrome only £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm

Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF Chrome only £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm

Easy fit storage shelf
RM_SHELF Chrome only £39.00
w 262 x d 106 x h 56mm
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Belgravia 600mm slide rail handset & hose
BELPACKAGE1 £375.00

HP1

Wall
mounted

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Exposed thermostatic shower valves

Exposed valves
Sleek in style and superior in performance, Crosswater’s exposed
thermostatic shower mixers are simple to operate and look great in any
bathroom. Supplied as standard with built-in safety controls, we have
developed an easy-to-use installation kit for convenient fitting.

Kai thermostatic shower valve
EV1210EC £165.00

Central thermostatic shower valve
EV1215EC+ £159.00

Thermostatic shower valve
EV1250EC £209.00

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

HP1

MP

0.5 bar

Perfect for use with any Crosswater shower kit
Solid brass construction
¾” outlet and inlet
Suitable for all hot water supply systems from 0.5 bar pressure
Separate flow and temperature controls
Facility to set your preferred temperature and leave for the next time you use valve
Ceramic disc control for smooth turning action and no drips
Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with manual override button
Complete with wall unions for installation
15 year guarantee

Kai thermostatic shower valve
EV1252EC £199.00

Square thermostatic shower valve
EV1254EC+ £239.00

Kai thermostatic bath shower valve
EV1211EC £185.00

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8/6 litres per minute
Multifunctional valves can be quickly and easily installed with all water-running
elements mounted on the wall exterior to free up valuable basin top space and
allow the valves to be maintained or upgraded with ease.

MP

MP

HP1

go for
exposed

Bath legs
AA001DC £30.00
Suitable for all exposed bar valves

Exposed Thermostatic Shower Unions with
integrated shutoff
RM-SHUTOFF £20.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
EV1251EC £229.00

Thermostatic bath shower valve
EV1253EC £225.00

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

Compatible with RM-SHUTOFF

1.0 bar
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Perfect for use with any
Crosswater shower kit,
exposed valves are a
practical alternative to
recessed styles.
See pages 202 for
more information.

MP

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Showering - Showering accessories

Showering
accessories
Complete the look of your shower room with
our collection of accessories.

Belgravia soap basket
BL044C £85.00

Single

Solo corner wire basket
AV14 £159.00

Double

296

Chrome With ceramic
plated brass dispensers

Chrome
plated brass

Solo corner wire basket
AV13 £149.00

Single

Chrome With ceramic
plated brass dispensers

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk

Solo corner wire basket triple*
AV12 £149.00

Triple

Chrome
plated brass

*Accessories not included

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Why visit your
local bathroom
specialist?
We believe that by far the best place to
buy your bathroom is at an independent
bathroom specialist, why?.....

1

5

2

Design
consultations
Specialist bathroom retailers can offer
knowledgeable assistance with room
layout design and technical considerations
- most will do this at in the comfort of your
own home. Many can provide full 3D
design plans so you can visualize your
bathroom before its fitted.

Bathroom specialists

Bathroom specialists

They are nearer
than you think!
There are almost 600 independent bathroom
retail specialists in the UK. The ‘Where to Buy’
feature on our website allows you to find a
dealer as close to home as possible.

These stores present the largest choice of our
products locally, including approved dealer status
for Digital, MPRO and Kelly Hoppen ranges.
Some outlets display products and ideas within
dedicated “Crosswater Shop-in-Shop areas”,
some demo products are fully working and you
can consult with fully trained sales people on all
aspects of your bathroom project.

EXPERIENCE
& EXPERTISE

Specialist bathroom retailers offer a wealth of experience and
skill to ensure you receive an impeccable and personal service
throughout your bathroom project whatever the size, including
help with installation and local tradesman.

3

Test drive showroom
display products
Browse, touch and test a huge variety of bathroom products in
comfortable surroundings, and receive qualified and fully trained
advice on each and every aspect of the products - you simply
cannot do this online.

Specialists in at least one of our brands, with
most stores
offering
PREM
I E R D EaAwide
L E R range of Crosswater
products from within high quality display settings
including many of the products featured in
this catalogue. Stores have a knowledgeable
Crosswater product expert available from initial
visit through design and installation.

4

AFTER SALES CARE

Find your local bathroom
specialist at:

crosswater.co.uk

PRODUCT QUALITY
All Crosswater products are designed and
produced to the most exacting British and
European standards covering performance,
durability and safety. To back this up, all Crosswater
products carry extensive guarantees, details of
which are available at the back of this brochure,
online, or by asking your local retailer.

Once you have purchased from a bathroom
specialist you can get personal and most
importantly local after sales support.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Water pressure guide

understanding your
water system
In order to select a showering system that will give optimum
performance you need to identify the water pressure of
the plumbing system in your home.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Water pressure is a term used to describe the flow strength of
water through a pipe; it is measured in bar.

Whilst the majority of Crosswater products are compatible with
most systems, some high pressure (HP) products are designed to
work with high pressure systems only. Products marked LP (low
pressure) and MP (medium pressure) are also suitable for high
pressure (HP) systems.

By identifying your home’s plumbing system you can select a
product that best suits your water pressure.

LP
MP
HP1

minimum 0.2 bar
minimum 0.5 bar
minimum 1 bar

HP2
HP3
HP4

COMBINATION BOILER

Low pressure systems (LP min 0.2 bar)

Medium pressure systems (MP 0.5-1 bar)

You have a cold water storage tank in the loft.
You have a hot water cylinder.
You do not have a shower pump installed.

WHAT IS WATER PRESSURE?

IDENTIFYING YOUR WATER PRESSURE RATING

HOT GRAVITY & COLD GRAVITY/MAINS

If all of the above apply to your home you can choose any product
marked with LP (min 0.2 bar).

You have a combination boiler that heats water on demand.
You do not have any storage tanks.
You do not have a shower pump installed.
If all of the above apply to your home you can choose any product
marked with LP, MP or HP1.

Note A gravity fed system provides MP (0.5 bar) to fittings downstairs in
a 2 story property where the cold water tank is in the loft.

minimum 2 bar
minimum 3 bar
minimum 4 bar

All products marked LP (Low pressure) and MP (Medium pressure) are also
suitable for HP (High pressure) systems.

water saving

REGULATORS
We are all under pressure to save water in order to help
the environment and reduce climate change. Part G of
the governments’ building regulations now requires all
new domestic buildings to meet a maximum water
consumption of 125 litres per person each day. You can
help to reduce the water consumption of your household
by easily inserting a flow regulator into your basin tap or
shower hose. This will allow you to control the amount of
water your taps use.

5 lpm basin tap flow regulator
designed for taps with screw in
circular aerator housing
35.6184.0 £6.50

8 lpm shower flow regulator
designed for hand showers or fixed
heads operating min 1 bar
58.8638.1 £3.50

3.5 lpm basin tap flow regulator
designed for taps with screw in
circular aerator housing
35.6182.0 £6.50

6 lpm shower flow regulator
designed for hand showers or fixed
heads operating min 1 bar
58.8636.1 £3.50

MAINS HIGH PRESSURE

PUMP ASSISTED

High pressure systems (HP1/2/3 2-3 bar)

High pressure systems (MP to HP4)

You have an unvented cylinder with an expansion cylinder.
You have no cold water tank in the loft.

Basin aerator 5.7lpm
40.8356.01002 £4.50

If either of the above apply to your home you can choose any product
marked LP, MP, HP1, HP2 and HP3 (minimum 1/2/3 bar).

You have a booster pump fitted.
Where a gravity flow of water is in excess of 0.6lpm, this is known as a ‘Positive
Head’ condition (e.g. when your shower head is positioned lower than your cold
water storage tank). In this situation, a positive shower pump can be used. A
‘Negative Head’ condition is when the gravity flow of water is less than 0.6lpm
(e.g. when your shower head is positioned above the cold water tank level). In
these conditions, a negative head pump must be used.
Negative shower pumps will work in both positive and negative head conditions.
So for example, in a situation where there is a shower head above and below the
water tank level; one negative shower pump can be used for both.
With the right pump, you can choose any of our products.
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All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Shower enclosures

Index

Index
08 - 106

Style finder

14

Crosswater clear

16

Click

92 - 95

Hinged door

94

Easy access double hinged door

95

Design

66 - 80

Hinged door

68

Hinged door with inline panel

70

Soft close single slider

72

Walk-in panel

74

Two sided walk-in enclosure

76

Walk-in easy access

77

Quadrant double hinged door

78

Quadrant single hinged door

79

Pentagon enclosure

80

Bespoke enclosures

71/75

Edge

82 - 91

Pivot door

84

Infold door

85

Single slider

86

Triple slider

87

Quadrant double door

88

Quadrant single door

89

Bi-fold door

90

Corner entry

91

Elite

54 - 59

Hinged door

56

Single slider

57

Walk-in easy access

58

Quadrant single door

59

Infinity

26 - 33

Soft closing single slider

28

Hinged door

29

Pivot door

30

Quadrant single door

31

Walk-in panel

32

MPRO
Single slider

Pier

34 - 37
36

44 - 53

Hinged door

46

Hinged door with inline panel

46

Single slider

48
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Walk-in configurations
Bespoke enclosures

Supreme

50 - 53
47

96 - 106

Supreme deluxe

132

Reflex

Supreme over-bath slider

133

Revive

179

Supreme bath guards

134

Rio

185

Svelte single bath

118

Svelte

177

Zion

Luxury pivot door

98

Ten hinged

126

Pivot door

99

Zion hinged

127

Pivot door with inline panel
Single slider

102
103

Bi-fold door

104

Corner entry

105

Style finder

Pivot door pentagon enclosure

106

30mm PLUS+TON ceramic

142

25mm Storm grey resin

144

18 - 25
20

Shower trays

136 - 159

25mm Stone resin

146

25mm Stone resin with linear waste

148

21

25mm Kai & Anti-slip stone resin

150

22

45mm Stone resin

152

Wall mounted hinged door

23

35mm Acrylic

154

Quadrant single door

24

35mm Anti-slip acrylic

156

Walk-in panel

25

Shower tray frames & panels

158

Single slider

63

Quadrant double door

64

Zion

38 - 43

Shower handsets

Wet rooms

204
206 - 217

160 - 169

218 - 221

Shower hoses

219

Wall outlets

219

Body jets

222

Shower valves

60 - 64
62

202 - 217

Single and multi spray kits

138

Three sided hinged door

Hinged door with inline panel

Shower kits
Premium shower kits

Hinged door

Ten

200

101

Quadrant single door

Single slider

178/198

Shower arms

100

Luxury curved quadrant

Svelte

199

224 - 295

How to choose

224

Valve quality

226

Level access trays

162

Digital valves

228 - 241

Linea level access tray

164

Dial valves

242 - 267
268 - 283

Panels

166

Recessed valves

Hinged door with inline panel

41

Installation components

167

Recessed valves style finder

272 - 277

Walk-in panel

42

Level access installation

168

Recessed valves explained

278 - 282

Multifunction valves

284 - 287

Traditional exposed thermostatic valves

288 - 293

Exposed thermostatic valves

294 - 295

Hinged door

Sundries
Bespoke options

40

110

Shower heads

112 - 114
Style finder

Bath screens

170 - 193

116 - 135

Luxury

182 - 183

Illuminated

184 - 187
188 - 199

128

Fixed

Click double

129

Belgravia

Click easy reach

130

Contour

Design single

120

Central

Where to buy

298 - 299

Water pressure guide

300

189
193
194-195

Design single with towel rail

121

Dial

192

Design double - outward opening

122

Dynamo

186

Design double folding

123

Elite

181

Design triple

124

Essence

197

Edge foldaway

131

Glide

Elite hinged

125

Luxury

176

Folding shower seat

135

MPRO

192

Infinity single bath

119

Mini revive

187

To find your local retailer please visit our website or see pages 298 - 299 for more information www.crosswater.co.uk
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174
176 - 181

Recessed

Click single

Showering accessories

180 / 196-197

All measurements are in millimetres (mm). Prices are inclusive of VAT.
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Terms & conditions
Prices

Lifetime Guarantee*

15 Year Guarantee*

This price list supersedes all previous publications with goods
being invoiced at prices ruling on date of despatch. Prices are
subject to alteration without notice and include VAT.

Crosswater showering products, unless otherwise stated carry
a lifetime guarantee, which covers all manufacturing defects.

All Crosswater brassware and shower valves, unless
otherwise stated, carry a 15 year guarantee which covers
all manufacturing defects. This guarantee does not cover
damage during fitting, misuse or inappropriate cleaning or
consumable goods. Care should be taken in hard-water
areas to ensure the cartridge is regularly cleaned.

Delivery
Orders in excess of £50.00 nett invoice value will not be
subject to carriage charge and will be delivered within two
working days from receipt of order. Orders below £50.00
will be subject to a fixed charge of £5.00. Any claims for
non-delivery, shortage or damaged goods must be reported
in writing to the company within 14 working days from date of
delivery. Such claims will not be accepted for deliveries to a
third party delivery address.

Returned Goods
Requests to return goods must be made in writing to Returns.
Department@crosswater.co.uk and include the product
details, purchase order number and reason for return.
Requests for items that are damaged externally or missing
items must be received within 30 days.
Requests for items not required with packaging in pristine
condition must be received within 45 days and will be subject
to a 12.5% re-stocking charge.
Requests for items not required with packaging in poor
conditions must be received within 45 days and will be
subject to a 12.5% re-stocking charge and an additional
12.5% re-packing charge. Requests for items that have
internal product damage must be received within 30 days.
Special orders are non returnable. Collection will only be
made from point of delivery.
Damaged will not be collected once they have been sent to a
third party.

Retention of Title
Ownership of goods shall remain in the company until full
payment has been received for all goods comprised in this
contract. If any goods are-re-sold before payment is made
the Company’s right of ownership shall be transferred to the
proceeds of sale or to the claim for such proceeds.

Payment
Payment is to be made by the end of the month following the
date of Invoice. Failure to pay may result in the Company
declining to accept orders until such time that your account is
brought up to date.

Liability
All quotations are given and goods sold subject to the
conditions that the seller’s liability is limited to goods proved
to have been defective in material or workmanship when
goods have not been used for the purpose for which they
were intended, not fitted correctly, not maintained to the
seller’s recommended standards or have been abused or
misused.

• The guarantee is only available to original purchasers who
have proof of purchase.
• If the product has been installed, Crosswater must be
given the opportunity to inspect the product in the
installed condition.
• If the product is defective in materials or manufacture the
original purchaser must contact our Technical Department
within 30 days of the fault occurring. If the fault is not
resolved the goods should be returned to Crosswater and
at our discretion we will refund the purchase price, repair
and return the goods to you or send new goods or parts
to you as a replacement, this shall constitute our sole
obligation under this guarantee. Crosswater cannot be
held liable for any reinstallation costs or maintenance
charges relating to the replacement of spare parts.
• Due to a continuous development program. If in our
opinion the product has failed under the terms of the
guarantee and a replacement is offered but identical
goods are no longer available, Crosswater will replace it
with our nearest equivalent product.
• This guarantee covers normal use, it does not cover faults
caused by wilful damage, incorrect installation, neglect,
misuse, inappropriate cleaning, accidental damage and
other events outside Crosswater control.
• The guarantee does not cover any product that has been
altered or modified in any way without the prior written
consent of Crosswater.
• If a claim is made under the guarantee a site visit maybe
required which is chargeable, if the defect is due to faulty
materials or manufacturing Crosswater will refund the
cost of the site visit.
• The guarantee is only valid for products purchased,
installed and used in the United Kingdom.
• The guarantee does not cover ex-display units.
• The benefit of this guarantee cannot be transferred to a
third party.
• The guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your
statutory rights.
• The product should only be cleaned with warm soapy
water. Aggressive cleaning fluids could damage the
enclosure and will invalidate the guarantee.

Total bathroom
inspiration!
From furniture to flush plates we have everything
you will need to create the perfect bathroom.

*With the exception of cartridges which carry a 5 year
guarantee, and hoses, “o” rings, diverters and shower hoses
which are all guaranteed for 1 year.

Product Compatibility
Whilst the majority of Crosswater products are
compatible, care should be taken on product selection
prior to ordering to avoid installation issues. Technical
drawings are available on our website or on request.

Easy Installation
All products incorporate a clever width adjustment feature
offering between 15mm and 60mm width allowance to cope
with out of true walls, ensuring that they sit squarely on the
shower tray. Most products are reversible for left or right
hand fitting.

Installation Notes
Trays must be plumbed and level, walls should be tiled down
to the tray and sealed before doors or frames are fitted.
Dimensions are designed for tiled in trays - not unfitted tray
sizes. All doors and enclosures must be fitted to a tiled
surface, not tiled up to the inside edge of the door. Enclosures
must not be completely sealed on the inside, please refer to
fitting instructions. Due to the weight of the shower doors you
must ensure that the walls to which fixing is to be carried out
are of a suitable construction to support the enclosure.
For further advice, please contact Crosswater customer
helpline: 0345 873 8840

Designed and produced by In The White Room
www.inthewhiteroom.com

*All products carry a lifetime guarantee, with the exception of
the following:
• Edge bath screen, Supreme Deluxe bath screen and all
seals - 12 month guarantee
• 35mm shower trays - 5 year guarantee
• Elite range - 5 year guarantee
• Wastes - 10 year guarantee

Errors & Omissions
In the interest of continuing design, development and product
improvement, Crosswater reserve the right to change colour,
designs and product specifications without prior notice.
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Ask your local bathroom specialist for the full range of
Crosswater brochures or visit crosswater.co.uk

Lake View House, Rennie Drive, Dartford, Kent DA1 5FU
Tel: 0345 873 8840
Email: sales@crosswater.co.uk

crosswater.co.uk

Part of the Bathroom Brands Group

